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FULL BOARD MINUTES
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

January 21, 2016
6:30 P.M.
Scholastic Building Auditorium, 557 Broadway

BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT: Keen Berger, Tobi Bergman, Chair; Anita Brandt, Lisa Cannistraci,
Tom Connor, Terri Cude, Doris Diether, Cristy Dwyer, Robert Ely, Susan Gammie, Jonathan Geballe,
Robin Goldberg, Sasha Greene, Jeannine Kiely, Edward Ma, Maud Maron, Daniel Miller, Robin
Rothstein, Sandy Russo, Rocio Sanz, Maury Schott, Shirley Secunda, Kristin Shea, Federica Sigel,
Shirley Smith, Sean Sweeney, Susan Wittenberg, Robert Woodworth
BOARD MEMBERS ABSENT WITH NOTIFICATION: Katy Bordonaro, William Bray, Ritu
Chattree, Alexander Meadows, Lois Rakoff, Robert Riccobono, Chenault Spence, Elaine Young
BOARD MEMBERS ABSENT: Coral Dawson, Joshua Frost
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT/ARRIVED LATE: Susanna Aaron, Carter Booth, Don Borelli,
Richard Caccappolo, Billy Freeland, David Gruber, Susan Kent, Antony Wong
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT/LEFT EARLY: Daniel Ballen
BOARD STAFF PRESENT: Bob Gormley, District Manager, Florence Arenas, Community
Coordinator, and Eva Mai, Community Assistant
GUESTS: Robert Atterbury, Congressman Jerrold Nadler’s office; Jared Odessky, Senator Brad
Hoylman’s office; Eric Mayo, Senator Daniel Squadron’s office; Morris Chan, Manhattan Borough
President Gale Brewer’s office; Charles Anderson, Assembly Member Deborah Glick's office, Crystal
Feng, NYC Comptroller Scott Stringer’s office; Adam Chen, Public Advocate Letitia James’ office;
David Moss, Council Member Corey Johnson’s office; Aura Olavarria, Council Member Rosie Mendez’s
office; Vincent Fang, Council Member Margaret Chin’s office; Matt English, Nick Paname, Will Griggs,
Jeannette Trudeau, Rachel Robinson, Nichole McLully, Pete Davies, Davide Pochkoff, Maritza Carmona,
Kanen Bennett, John Bennett, Adina Daar, Michelle Tokarczyh, Jamie Jensen, Le;;ey, Susi Wunsel, Luc
Nadal, John Towsan, Olin Spellman, Mary Johnson, Connie Dondore, Augustine Hope, Jennifer Craft,
Phillip Rivlin, Rosa M. Sanchez, Evan Stein, Justine Jaskier, Joel Sosinsky, Howard Negrin, Adrienne
Sosin, Meg Browne, Justin Lerner, Natalia Adelino, Makrand Bhoot, Amy Tse, Leonard Quart, Edy
Selman, Mindy Brill, LouAnne Gilleland
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MEETING SUMMARY
Meeting Date – January 21, 2016
Board Members Present – 36
Board Members Absent With Notification – 8
Board Members Absent - 2
Board Members Present/Arrived Late - 8
Board Members Present/Left Early – 1
I.

SUMMARY AND INDEX

ATTENDANCE
MEETING SUMMARY
SUMMARYAND INDEX
PUBLIC SESSION
ADOPTION OF AGENDA
ELECTED OFFICIALS' REPORTS
ADOPTION OF MINUTES
EXECUTIVE SESSION
STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS
LANDMARKS AND PUBLIC AESTHETICS
LAND USE & BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
PARKS/WATERFRONT
SCHOOLS & EDUCATION
SIDEWALKS & STREET ACTIVITIES
SLA LICENSING
TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION

1
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
8
9
10
11
13
40

II. PUBLIC SESSION
Non-Agenda Items
Mulberry Street Library
Jennifer Craft made an announcement regarding the library’s new hours of operation.
MPIA
Amy Tse updated everyone regarding upcoming activities and events.
UN Habitat Urban Agenda and Workshop
Makrand Bhoot spoke regarding this upcoming workshop at LaGuardia Plaza, and spoke in favor of the
planet and against climate change.
Landmarks & Public Aesthetics Items
Proposed Permanent Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire Memorial on Washington Place
Adrienne Sosin, Meg Browne, Joel Sosinsky, spoke in favor of the proposal for the memorial.
Edy Selman, Mary Johnson, Leonard Quart and Howard Negrin spoke in opposition of the proposed
memorial.
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Connie Dondore spoke regarding the proposed permanent memorial.
110 Washington Pl. - Application is to legalize a penthouse level addition.
Mindy Brill, the applicant, spoke in favor of the landmarks legalization.
SLA Licensing Items
Sixth on Sixth, LLC, d/b/a Shorty’s, 469 6th Ave. 10011
Evan Stein, Justine Jaskier (the applicants), Rosa Sanchez, representing the applicants, spoke in favor of
the proposed On-Premise liquor license.
All The Little Owls, LLC, d/b/a TBD, 535 Hudson St. 10014
Phillip Rivlin, Augustine Hope, and LouAnne Gilleland, all spoke against the proposed On-Premise
liquor license.
III.

ADOPTION OF AGENDA

IV.

ELECTED OFFICIALS PRESENT AND REPORTING

Robert Atterbury, Congressman Jerrold Nadler’s office
Jared Odessky, Senator Brad Hoylman’s office
Eric Mayo, Senator Daniel Squadron’s office;
Crystal Feng, NYC Comptroller Scott Stringer’s office;
Morris Chan, Manhattan Borough President Gale Brewer’s office
Charles Anderson, Assembly Member Deborah Glick's office
David Moss, Council Member Corey Johnson’s office
Vincent Fang, Council Member Margaret Chin’s office;
Aura Olavarria, Council Member Rosie Mendez’s office,
V.

ADOPTION OF MINUTES

Approval of the December minutes.
VI.

EXECUTIVE SESSION

1.Chair's Report Tobi Bergman reported.
2.District Manager's Report Bob Gormley reported.
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STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS
LANDMARKS AND PUBLIC AESTHETICS
1.

*54 Bond St. – Application is to install a bracket sign.

Whereas
1.
This application is to install a 3”-0”x 1’-9” blade sign on the Bowery Street façade near the
corner of Bond Street.
2.
The proposed metal sign is not illuminated and is painted to match the color of the building
with dark letters.
Therefore, be it resolved, CB2, Man. recommends approval of this application.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
2.
*11/ Bond St. a/k/a 348 Lafayette St. – Application is to modify the parapet and extend the 4th
floor to Bond St., add a rooftop bulkhead for a new stair and elevator, add a glass guardrail at the roof,
modify window openings, replace windows throughout, install signage and modify the entry on Lafayette
St.
Whereas
1)
This application presented the following scope of work:
a)
Reconfigure the existing “upper” and “lower” first floors and build a new floor at street
level
creating a tall space level (to include both the street level windows and the first floor
windows).
b)
Modify the main entrance with new front doors (in aluminum and glass).
c)
Removal of the infill at the “stable” entrance (including removing the bumpers) with a
new glass infill with no reference to the historic use of this opening.
d)
Modifications to the ground floor window openings:
(1)
Bond Street façade: taller windows openings while still maintaining the rhythm
of the windows above.
(2)
Lafayette Street façade: four massive wide openings proposed that visually
destabilize the appearance of the building by creating huge, out of scale
voids/openings in the base and do not respect the modulation found elsewhere in
the building. Storefront window with no divisions are proposed.
e)
Modification of window openings at the second floor.
f)
Replacement of all windows, including replacement of street level and first floor
windows with single lite (no divisions) aluminum windows and second, third and fourth
floors to have new double-hung, six over six aluminum windows.
g)
Addition/ extension to the north of a fourth floor (continuation of the fourth floor located
to the south side).
h)
New roof railing to be glass.
i)
Removal of the fire escape and bulkhead and replace with a new stair and elevator
bulkhead to the north at the roof. While minimally visible, the proposed bulkhead will
be the same height of the bulkhead to be removed.
2)
This building, originally built as an animal hospital, is clearly in need of restoration and
renovation. Board Members spoke in favor the application provided the work reference the
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3)

historic architecture and neighborhood, rather than be governed by the needs of retail for large
storefront windows.
Several neighbors spoke in support of the project while requesting that the mechanical
equipment be relocate to accommodate views from lot line windows.

Therefore, be it resolved
1.
2.
3.

That although CB2, Man. is generally supportive of the adaptive reuse and restoration of this
building, we are concerned that design changes be sensitive, reference historic precedent and
not be overly governed by the needs of retail tenants.
That CB2 recommends approval of the fourth floor addition, new bulkhead, new entry at street
level, enlarged window openings at the second floor and the Bond Street ground floor
openings.
That CB2, Man. recommends denial of aluminum windows in favor of wood; denial of the
oversized, undefined wide openings at the street level on Lafayette Street (prefer
divisions/proportions similar to the Bond Street façade); denial of the “blank” windows at the
ground floor and first floor windows (prefer the six over six as elsewhere); denial of the aluminum
and glass entry doors (prefer wood doors with historic reference); denial of the glass railing (prefer
metal); denial of the removal of the bumpers at the “stable” entrance; and denial of the stable door
infill that no longer has any reference to its historic use.

Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
3A.*110 Washington Pl. – Application is to legalize a penthouse level addition that varies from
Certificate of No Effect #14-2079.
Whereas
The application is to legalize a roof top addition that was not built according to LPC approved
documents.
2)
The As Built addition is unsightly, built virtually flush with the rear masonry wall and would not
be approved if it had been proposed prior to construction.
3)
The roof top addition should be redesigned, resubmitted for review and modified.
1)

Therefore, be it resolved that CB2 recommends denial of this application.
Vote: Failed, with 9 Board members in favor (A. Brandt, T. Cude, D. Diether, S. Gammie, J. Geballe, R.
Rothstein, F. Sigel, S. Sweeney) and 27 in opposition.
See substitute resolution below.
3B.
*110 Washington Pl. – Application is to legalize a penthouse level addition that varies from
Certificate of No Effect #14-2079.
Whereas
4)
The application is to legalize a roof top addition that was not built according to LPC approved
documents.
5)
The As Built addition is unsightly, built virtually flush with the rear masonry wall and would
not be approved if it had been proposed prior to construction.
6)
The roof top addition should be redesigned, resubmitted for review and modified.
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Therefore, be it resolved that CB2, Man. recommends approval of this application as deviation from
Certificate of No Effect did not result in visibility from the street and was due to an effort to
accommodate Fire Department requirements.
Vote: (Passed, with 29 Board members in favor and 7 in opposition (D. Ballen, A. Brandt, D. Diether, S.
Gammie, J. Geballe, F. Sigel, S. Sweeney).
4. *19-21 Grove St. – Application is to renovate the entrance level facade, including window and door
surrounds.
Whereas
1)
Application is to remove unoriginal brick façade material at the street level and below and use
historic photographs as a basis for the proposal; to replace the façade material with brownstone cast stone;
to keep the non-original windows but provide new masonry surrounds, to replace the entry door; and to
keep the two original flat arch decorative window lintels (one to remain with a ghost window below and
the other to be relocated to above the front door).
Therefore, be it resolved that CB2, Man. recommends approval of this application.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
5. *304 W. 10th St. - Application is to construct a new balcony in the side yard at the second and third
floors, replace existing windows at the side façade with doors, remove brick infill at existing window
openings, and install new windows at the second, third, and fourth floors.
Whereas
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

The proposal is to add two new balconies: one at the second floor and one at the third floor
along a “side” alley on the West 10th Street elevation, including enlarging two window
openings to become doors.
The applicant asserted the neighboring building has no window openings at the lot line.
The view of this alley is minimal visible from the street because obscured behind a fence and
gate.
The two proposed balconies match the design of the existing fire escape.
At the West 10th Street elevation, the proposal is to remove the brick infill inside two existing
window surrounds, and prepare the opening to receive new wood windows.

Therefore, be it resolved that CB2, Man. recommends approval of this application.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
6.

*82 W. 12th St. – Application is to redesign entranceway with new cast-stone entablature.

Whereas
1)
The current entry has been modified and no longer has the original grandeur.
2)
The application is to add a frieze and cornice above the entry bay with the address cast into the
new stone frieze.
3)
The fire escape brackets and unsightly space directly above this proposed new entablature is to be
left untouched.
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4)

Even though the committee sees a missed opportunity to improve the overall entry by
incorporating the space above, the proposal is better than what is there now.

Therefore, be it resolved that CB2, Man. recommends approval of this application.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
7.

*401 6th Ave. - Application is to install an awning and signage on the second floor level.

Whereas
1)
This building is historically non-contributing.
2)

The proposal is to install a canvas sign on the façade above the second floor windows and install a
non-retractable awning at the street entrance.

Therefore, be it resolved that CB2, Man. recommends approval of this application.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
8. *292 Lafayette St. - Application is to establish a Master Plan regarding painted signage.
Whereas
1)
The applicant submitted a master plan for signage at the street level corner of the building.
2)
There is no historic reference for sign painting and advertising on a building at street level.
Therefore, be it resolved that CB2, Man. recommends denial of this application.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
9. *54 Charles St. - Application is to install a one-story addition to a single family dwelling, and a rear
yard five-foot setback from property line.
Whereas
1)
The applicant proposed a rooftop addition that, as presented, is only visible from Seventh Ave.,
the addition to be masonry to match the rear façade, and is not otherwise not visible (other than
the tip of the chimney flues).
2)
The proposal to excavate the entire length (both building and rear yard) and full width of the
project, except for five feet at the rear of the property.
3)
The community board is alarmed by the increasing number of major excavations similar to this
and the potential damage to the adjacent structures.
4)
The rear façade proposal is to remove the original historic material at the parlor level and replace
the façade at two lower levels with a steel and glass infill that no longer references the rhythm and
scale of these historic row houses.
Therefore, CB2, Man. recommends approval of the roof top addition and lower level excavation and
denial of the rear façade.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
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LAND USE AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
51-57 Carmine Street (NW corner at Bedford Street) BSA Cal No.190-15-BZ for variances pursuant to
ZR 72-21 to construct a new six-story, mixed use building with retail on the ground floor and residential
above.
Whereas
1. The applicant is proposing to build a six-story building with 20 rental apartments, 6 (30%) of
which will be affordable housing units at 60% AMI rents.
2. The inclusion of affordable units in the project is voluntary on the part of the applicant and much
appreciated by the community.
3. The zoning lot is split by a district boundary between a C2-6 commercial zoning district on its
west side and an R6 residential district on its east side.
4. The C2-6 portion of the zoning lot would permit the development of commercial uses, but this
portion of the zoning lot is landlocked with no access to either Carmine or Bedford Street and the
R6 portion does have access to these two streets, but the zoning does not allow commercial uses.
5. The applicant contends that the resulting as-of-right building would be out of scale and character
with the neighborhood and would only accommodate nine marketable dwelling units, limiting the
economic feasibility of such a development.
6. The applicant is asking for the following variances:
a. Bulk (project exceeds allowable FAR)
b. Use (commercial uses on the ground floor)
c. Rear courtyard cannot meet 1,200sf minimum
d. Proposed street wall height and setback is contrary to zoning resolution provisions
7. The project will include 3,966 net square feet of commercial space on the first floor.
8. The project will include an 857sf rooftop recreation space with both an indoor and outdoor
component.
9. The scale of the building’s commercial uses and the current design of the project have the
potential to adversely affect neighborhood character.
10. Representatives of the Carmine St. Block Association who attended the meeting pointed out that
there are 51 retail businesses on Carmine St., practically all of which are small, owner-operated
stores under 2,000sf. They expressed concern that larger retail presences at this location would be
out of character for the neighborhood.
11. The applicant has agreed by letter dated January 13, 2016 to CB2, Man. that it will:
a. Not rent any of the ground floor retail/commercial space to any bars, cabarets or clubs;
b. Not have any retail/commercial spaces smaller than 1,000sf in size;
c. Have no less than two different retail spaces in the commercial space, only one of which
will be a full-service restaurant.
12. Further, by email on January 19, 2016, the applicant amended the above to say that any restaurant
space at 51-57 Carmine St. would not exceed 2,100 square feet and by email on January 20, 2016,
the applicant agreed to divide the first floor space into three retail establishments.
Therefore, CB2, Man. recommends approval if the following conditions are met:
1. BSA confirms that 5.22 is the minimum FAR needed to produce a reasonable return on investment
to the applicant.
2. The terms proposed in the January 13, 2016 letter and the January 19 and 20, 2016 emails are
memorialized in the BSA’s decision as consented to by the applicant. That is, the applicant will:
a. Not rent any of the ground floor retail/commercial space to any bars, cabarets or clubs;
b. Not have any retail/commercial spaces smaller than 1000sf in size;
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c. Have no less than three different retail spaces in the commercial space, only one of which
will be a full-service restaurant, which will not exceed 2100sf.
3. To preserve neighborhood architectural context, the windows are switched from tilt and turn to
double-hung; the corner windows on the upper floors in the style of Frank Lloyd Wright are
redesigned to resemble the other corner window treatments in the neighborhood; the windows
above the residential entrance are resized to the proportions of the other windows on the upper
floors of the building; and the ratio of glass to brick is decreased to more resemble the surrounding
buildings.
4. The design of the facade on Bedford St. is altered to reflect the smaller scale of that narrower
street.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
PARKS/ WATERFRONT
Resolution Regarding the Status of Discussions between the National Park Service and NYC
Department of Parks & Recreation on Maintenance and Operation of Christopher Park Should It
Be Transferred to the Federal Government for the Establishment of a National Park Monument
Whereas

1.
The New York City Department of Parks and Recreation and National Park Service came before
the CB2 Parks and Waterfront Committee to present and discuss a draft version of an operating agreement
for Christopher Park that would serve as a framework for a long term partnership between the two
agencies should a Stonewall National Monument be established;
2.
The operating agreement will not be finalized until and unless Christopher Park is transferred to
the federal government by New York City, which will only occur if and when the Stonewall National
Monument is established;
3.
The community will have additional opportunities to engage in debate about the specifics of the
final operation agreement, including a hearing to be held by the New York City Council;
4.
The draft operating agreement addressed many of the questions and potential issues raised by our
Stonewall National Monument Working Group in a study and resolution presented to and passed by CB2,
Man. at the December, 2015, Full Board meeting;
5.
The transfer of the Park and federal designation of the National Monument will not impede New
York City’s processes for management and maintenance of the City environment in and around the
National Park Monument district;
6.
It should be anticipated that required maintenance of Christopher Park will increase as the
National Park Monument is developed and such increased burden should not fall to the volunteers who
currently support Christopher Park;
	
  

Therefore be it resolved that CB2, Man.:
1.
Continues to support the initiative to establish the Stonewall National Park,
2.
Urges New York State and New York City officials to issue authorization to finalize an agreement
and facilitate the transfer of Christopher Park to the federal government for the establishment of a this
new National Park Monument,
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3.
Asks that the Department of Parks and Recreation ensure, with all reasonable effort, that proper
levels of maintenance of Christopher Park continue after transfer and establishment of the National Park
Monument.
VOTE: Unanimous, with 36 Board Members in favor.
SCHOOLS AND EDUCATION
Resolution Calling for the Creation of a Working Group for 75 Morton Street and for the Sharing
of Demographic and Test Data by Program for Three District 2 Middle Schools
Whereas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

In 2008 members of the CB2, Man., Community Education Council District 2 (CECD2), parents,
and elected officials began advocating for the acquisition of the building located at 75 Morton Street
for a new school;
As a result of the advocacy efforts the School Construction Authority (SCA) agreed to purchase the
building in 2012 for a public, non-charter middle school;
CB2, Man. and CECD2 formed the joint 75 Morton Street Task Force shortly after the
announcement of the purchase to ensure timely development of the school by the SCA;
Parents and education advocates, including members of CECD2 and CB2 (“the Community”), held
a series of meetings in 2013 to put forth a recommendation to the NYC Department of Education
(DOE) on the grade configuration of the school as a single mid-size (600-700 students) sixth
through eighth-grade public, non-charter middle school and a small (70-100 students) District 75
school for children who are diagnosed with Autistic Spectrum Disorders (ASD);
In an unprecedented manner, both the SCA and DOE have been receptive to the input from the
Community, agreed to a single sixth through eighth-grade middle school, and collaborated with the
Community meaningfully in the development of the school to date;
The school at 75 Morton Street is scheduled to open in September 2017;
CB2 and CECD2 have been informed by the DOE of the new process in which a Working Group of
parents and DOE representatives is established to assist with the development of a new school;
The Community finds problematic the timeline for the creation of the Working Group and hiring of
a new principal, both of which are scheduled to occur in less than one year from the opening of the
school;
Members of CB2 and CECD2 are already communicating closely with the District 2 Superintendent
and central staff from the DOE in the development of the school, serving as a de facto Working
Group;
The establishment of a formal Working Group would allow community education leaders from CB2
and CECD2 to represent community input to the DOE and allow for a greater level of community
partnership with the DOE in planning the 75 Morton Street school;
Families begin researching middle schools in September of 5th grade with the application due in
early December;
The school building will not be ready for tours or open houses in September 2016, when families
will be researching middle schools;
To ensure a successful start of the school it is critical that a principal be identified by September
2016 and the school be in the Middle School Directory;
A precedence for establishing a Working Group to participate in the selection of a principal and for
hiring a principal a full year ahead of the opening of a new school exists in West End Secondary
School in District 3;
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15. Understanding how admissions impact a school community is critical to the successful launch of the
long awaited 75 Morton Middle School;
16. In January 2016, the DOE initiated a zoning analysis for 75 Morton;
17. Within District 2, three middle schools have multiple programs with separate admissions methods,
including admission priority to zoned students; and,
18. The DOE website provides access to detailed demographic and test result data by school, but not by
program;
Therefore be it resolved that CB2, Man.:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Urges the Department of Education to establish the Working Group as soon as possible but no later
than the end of January 2016;
Recommends the membership of the Working Group include representatives from CB2 and CECD2
at a minimum;
Recommends one of the responsibilities of the Working Group be to recommend candidates for the
principal;
Urges the DOE to begin recruiting candidates and the Working Group to participate in identifying
these candidates during Spring 2016, so that the principal can be selected by the first day of
September 2016;
Urges the DOE going forward to include members of this Working Group in all appropriate
planning decisions involving the 75 Morton School, so that true community partnership can be
achieved between the DOE and the community education representatives within the Working
Group; and,
Requests that the DOE provide in a timely manner demographic and test result data for each
program at M104 Simon Baruch Middle School, M131 Sun Yat Sen Middle School and M167
Robert F. Wagner Middle School.

VOTE: Unanimous with 36 Board Members in favor.
SIDEWALKS/STREET ACTIVITIES
1.

New App. to Department of Consumer Affairs for Newsstand at:

South East Corner of Lafayette St. and Astor Place, 445 Lafayette St. (15552-2015-ANWS)
Whereas, the area was posted, community groups notified and there were community members were
present regarding this application and applicant appeared with one supporter; and
Whereas, the community members spoke out against this application because of its location located just
fifty yards from the current newsstand operated by Jerry Delakas for the last thirty years who is part of the
neighborhood and will be out of business, if this proposed application is approved; and
Whereas, the applicant explained that he picked this location because other streets were landmarked and
not as busy, but he explained that he is open to finding an alternative location after discussing it with the
community members present; and
Whereas, Arthur Schwartz who spoke against this proposed applicant agreed to help him find an
alternative location for his newsstand.
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THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that CB#2, Man. recommends DENIAL of the NEW
APPLICATION to Department of Consumer Affairs for Newsstand at: South East Corner of Lafayette
St. and Astor Place, 445 Lafayette St. (15552-2015-ANWS)
2.

Applications for Sidewalk Cafes:

FYI Sidewalk Café Renewals:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pee Wee & Tyson, Ltd., d/b/a Café Gitane, 242 Mott St. with 4 tables & 8 chairs (1011960-DCA)
(unenclosed)
Il Buco Corp., d/b/a TBD, 47 Bond St. with 2 tables & 12 chairs (1109238-DCA) (unenclosed)
110 Varick St. Corp., d/b/a Amelia’s Restaurant Coffee Shop, 110 Varick’s St. with 12 tables &
24 chairs (1312498-DCA)
753 Washington Trattoria, Inc. 753 Washington St. with 10 tables & 24 chairs (1382062-DCA)
(unenclosed)
Pomodoro Restaurant and Pizzeria, Inc., 51 Spring St. with 6 tables & 18 chairs (0884882-DCA)
(unenclosed)
Soh Peace, Inc, d/b/a Fukurou, 87 MacDougal St. with 7 tables & 14 chairs (1452982-DCA)
(unenclosed)
Jo-Rach, Inc, d/b/a Caffe Palermo, 148 Mulberry St. with 3 tables & 10 chairs (0920440-DCA)
(unenclosed)
Bubbys MP, LLC, d/b/a Bubbys Highline, 71 Gansevoort St. with 33 tables & 70 chairs (1469750DCA) (unenclosed)
247 Deli, LLC, d/b/a Delicatessen, 265 Lafayette St. with 20 tables & 40 chairs (1248648DCA)(Regular Unenclosed/Small Unenclosed)
Double Dip, LLC, d/b/a Bar Bolonat, 611 Hudson St. with 11 tables & 26 chairs (1473879-DCA)
(Enclosed)

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. recommends APPROVAL of the above referenced
RENEWAL applications for revocable consents to operate unenclosed and enclosed sidewalk cafés.
Vote: Unanimous, with 35 Board members in favor.
3.

Applications for Street Activities Permits:

FYI Street Activities Renewals:
•
•

3/11/16 – 12/25/16 - Old Cathedral Outdoor Market Sidewalk Sale, Prince St between Mott St.
and Mulberry St.
4/9/16 - Saint Joseph School Bailey House Washington Place Festival, Washington Place between
Grove St. and 6th Ave.

•

5/7/16 - Grace Church School 60th Annual May Fair, East 10th St. between 4th Ave. and
Broadway

•

5/21/15 - Ye Olde Village Fair Block Party, Bedford St. between Morton St. and Christopher St.,
Barrow St. between 7th Ave. South and Hudson St., and Commerce St. between 7th Ave South
and Barrow St.
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•

5/28/16 – 6/5/16 - Washington Square Outdoor Art Exhibit Street Festival, University Place
between East 13th St. and Waverly Place

•

6/26/16 - PrideFest, Street Festival, 1) West 13th St. between 9th Ave. and West 4th St., 2)
Hudson St. between Bethune St. and West 14th St.

•

7/23/16 - Friends of LaGuardia – Waverly Place Festival, Washington Square North between 5th
Ave. and University Place

•

9/3/16 – 9/11/16 - Washington Square Outdoor Art Exhibit Street Festival, University Place
between East 13th St. and Waverly Place

•

Whereas, the aforementioned street events have been held for 3 or more years without any issues;
were published on the CB2, Man. Calendar of Meetings; and, no members of the community
requested a public hearing be held regarding it.

•

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that CB2, Man. recommends APPROVAL of the
aforementioned events.

•

Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.

SLA LICENSING
1.
157 Lafayette Café LLC, d/b/a Salon de Lafayette, 157 Lafayette St. 10013 (Existing OP
license seeking alteration to change and extend its operational hours to 9AM-4AM 7 days a week)
A.
Whereas, the applicant and licensee appeared with his attorney before CB2 Manhattan’s SLA
Licensing Committee for an alteration to its existing On Premise license (Lic. #1271245, exp. 9/30/17) to
change and extend its current operating hours until 4AM seven days a week for the stated purpose of
continuing to operate a “neighborhood restaurant/bar serving local, organic farm to table meals”; and
B.
Whereas, the applicant did not provide any diagrams of the existing premises but states that he
currently operates in a 1,800 SF ground floor space with 600 SF cellar within a two story commercial
building on the corner of Lafayette and Grand Streets, the eating and drinking establishment operating
with 15 tables and 85 patron seats and one stand up bar with 10 seats for a total seating occupancy of 95;
and
C.
Whereas, the licensee has been operating for approximately two years at these premises and when
the licensee first appeared before CB2 Man. in December/2012 he proposed and stated he would be
operating a full service restaurant identified as a “art themed restaurant serving international comfort
food” with hours of operation Sunday through Wednesday from 7 AM to 12 AM and Thursdays through
Saturdays from 7 AM to 1 AM, with no TVs, quiet background music consisting of ipod/cd’s and that
there would be no d.j.s, no promoted events, no scheduled performances or cover fees, no velvet ropes
and no movable barriers; and
D.
Whereas, the prior licensee and former tenant at the same premises (SN#1166022—JASL Café,
LLC d/b/a Moomia), who preceded the current operator and applicant, was not renewed for cause by the
NYS Liquor Authority for operating a nightclub in derogation of its stated method of operation in 2012;
and
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E.
Whereas, the above-referenced problems with the preceding operator at the same premises were
specifically discussed and addressed with the existing licensee before CB2, Man. in December/2012 so
that such problems would not be repeated in the future; and
F.
Whereas, despite such specific discussions with the current operator and applicant regarding the
import of abiding by his agreed upon method of operation, the current licensee conceded and admitted to
CB2, Man. that he has advertised and has been operating his current business beyond 1 AM on the
weekends for promoted events with DJs in derogation of his previously agreed upon method of operation
presented to CB2, Man. in December/2012—which was agreed to for the purpose of obtaining a
recommendation of approval from CB2 Man. for his existing liquor license; and
G.
Whereas, after the area was posted a number of neighbors appeared in opposition to the current
application, providing narratives describing how the licensee over the past year has been operating
beyond 1 AM on the weekends with DJs and with pounding, entertainment level music emanating from
the premises, and who provided documentation and posted patron reviews demonstrating advertising for
promoted events, with cover fees for admission which fees increased into later night/early morning hours
until 2AM with DJs, how the premises was advertised as changing into “a high energy, classy cocktail
event space opening at 10 PM with drink specials” and also presented photos showing dancing at the
premises, with DJs and DJ booths operating thereat; and
H.
Whereas, despite the testimony and concessions by the licensee that he has been recently
operating with DJs and entertainment level music at the premises, his questionnaire and application
submitted to CB2, Man. affirmatively stated that he was and would continue to operate with quiet
background music consisting of music from ipod/cd’s and omitted any reference to the use of DJs or
promoted events in the past; and
I.
Whereas, the applicant’s request for increased hours of operation until 4AM was made on the
pretext that he wanted to serve liquor to patrons at a nearby Hotel but he also planned to keep his business
operations and premises open to the general public until 4AM every night; and
J.
Whereas, CB2, Man. has significant concerns with the licensee’s credibility, trustworthiness and
admissions to CB2, Man. of his actions in derogation of his previously presented and agreed upon method
of operation to CB2, Man. in Dec./2012 in that the licensee has been operating beyond 1AM on the
weekends with DJs, entertainment music levels, promoted events while repeatedly subjecting the
surrounding community to loud, late night operations at a location where prior SLA enforcement and
closure for similar reasons had previously occurred;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. recommends denial for 157 Lafayette Café LLC,
d/b/a Salon de Lafayette, 157 Lafayette St. 10013 on its application seeking an alteration to increase its
hours of operation until 4AM daily to its existing OP license; and
THEREFORE BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that should this application be considered by the SLA,
CB2, Man. respectfully requests that this item be Calendared to appear before the Full Board of the SLA
so that the Community and CB2 Man. can be fully heard on this issue.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
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2.
496 Laguardia Restaurant, Inc., d/b/a Mocha Burger, 496 LaGuardia Pl. 10012 (BW license,
previously unlicensed location).
A.
Whereas, the applicant appeared before CB2, Manhattan’s SLA Licensing Committee for a new
Restaurant Wine license to operate a Kosher Restaurant specializing in hamburgers within a six story
mixed use building (Circa 1954) in a Historic District on LaGuardia Place between West Houston and
Bleecker Streets; and
B.
Whereas, the premises was previously operated as a fast food, Five Guys Hamburger location and
before that, a Japanese Sushi Restaurant but has never been licensed for the service of alcohol; and
C.
Whereas, the premises is located in a 1,600 SF ground floor space and will have 4 tables and 24
seats, 11 tables and banquette with 28 seats, 1 stand up bar with 8 seats for a total seating occupancy of
60, there will be a full service kitchen, one bathroom and one entrance/exit for patrons, there will be no
sidewalk café at this time, no outdoor space; there is a roll down garage-style door that opens out to the
sidewalk but it will remain closed and not used; and
D.
Whereas, the hours of operation will be from 11 AM to 12 AM Sunday through Wednesday, from
11 AM to 2 AM Thursdays and Saturdays and from 11 AM to 3 PM on Fridays, all doors and windows
will be closed all times except for patron egress, music will be quiet background consisting of music from
ipod/cd’s; there will be no d.j.s, no promoted events, no scheduled performances or cover fees, no velvet
ropes and no movable barriers; and
E.
Whereas, the applicant executed a stipulations agreement with CB2 Man. that he agreed would be
attached and incorporated in to their method of operation on their license and the stipulations are as
follows:
1. The premises will be advertised and operated as a Kosher Restaurant specializing in hamburgers.
2. The hours of operation will be from 11 AM to 12 AM Sunday through Wednesday, from 11 AM
to 2 AM Thursdays and Saturdays and from 11 AM to 3 PM on Fridays.
3. There will be two televisions.
4. All doors and windows will be closed by 10 PM.
5. There will be no dancing.
6. The premises will be advertised as a full service Italian Restaurant and will not operate as a
Lounge, Tavern, Bar or Sports Bar.
7. There will be no sidewalk café at this time.
8. There will be no patron use of basement.
9. Music will be quiet, background only and there will be no d.j.s, live music, no promoted events,
no private parties, no scheduled performances or cover fees, no velvet ropes and no movable
barriers.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. recommends denial of a new Restaurant Wine
License application for 496 Laguardia Restaurant, Inc., d/b/a Mocha Burger, 496 LaGuardia Pl.
10012 unless the statements the Applicant has presented are accurate and complete, and that those
conditions and stipulations agreed to by the Applicant above are incorporated into the “Method of
Operation” on the SLA Tavern/On premise License.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
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3.
San Remos Group One, LLC, d/b/a San Remo, 201 Lafayette St. 10012 (OP license,
previously licensed location)
A.
Whereas, the applicant appeared before CB2, Manhattan’s SLA Licensing Committee for a new
on premise liquor license to operate a café during the day time hours to serve coffee during the day, while
also providing for a rotating art gallery and promoting cultural performances, movies and lectures during
the evenings and operating as a lounge and bar at night until 4 AM offering late night drinking and
entertainment level music to patrons, live DJs, live music, scheduled events, private parties and
performances in a 2,400 SF storefront premises with two entrances, the first located on Cleveland Place
and the second located on Lafayette Street, in a 7-story mixed-use building at the corner of Lafayette and
Kenmare Streets just south of Petrosino Square and runs along Lafayette to Grand Street; and
B.
Whereas, this storefront location is part of a larger building that already contains three existing
licensed premises, including La Esquina, Brinkley’s and the Southside Nightclub, all of which have been
the subject of certain SLA enforcement proceedings for originally misstating the terms of their proposed
method of operation, many on-going complaints over years, numerous CB2 Man. resolutions
recommending to the SLA that they deny each of licenses upon renewal, which despite such disciplinary
proceedings and after paying fines have been permitted to continue to operate out of the same building
until 4AM with the same landlord; and
C.
Whereas, the premises was originally proposed to CB2 Man. in 2010 for the purposes of
operating as a full service restaurant and bar known as Lair but the premises has never operated as a
restaurant, there is no indication it has operated with a full service kitchen and instead has operated as a
lounge and nightclub with dancing and DJs until 4AM; and
D.
Whereas, a diagram presented by the applicant demonstrates two separate interior spaces
separated by an interior wall and doorway, the Lafayette storefront presenting from the public sidewalk as
a small café and counter with 5 tables and 10 seats but where an entrance to a second, entertainment-like
space can be accessed from the café space via a unidentified doorway into a much larger second space
where there is a large sofa lounge with seating for 30 patrons running along one wall with 5 tables and 10
opposing patron seats, and with 1 stand up bar with eight additional seats located on the Cleveland Place
side, there being a second set of doors and an exterior doorway leading to the public sidewalk at
Cleveland Place which is not identified as an entrance and which the applicant stated would not be used
for patrons other than for emergency exit; and
E.
Whereas, the applicant stated he could not limit or reduce his hours of operation and that his
method of operation required 4 AM and entertainment levels of music with DJs with a proposed
occupancy of 175, requiring a public assembly permit; and
F.
Whereas, a number of neighbors appeared in opposition to the application and still others
provided email communications in opposition to the instant application, outlining concerns about adding a
fourth licensed late night drinking establishment within the same building with a nightclub type
atmosphere until 4AM, the increase in late night operations, traffic and noise caused by adding yet
another licensed bar, nightclub and lounge in an area already saturated with licensed late night drinking
establishments and concerns about the use of the Cleveland St. side doorway, which has been used in the
past as a secret entrance for patrons for years despite prior agreements from the previous operator to never
use that doorway unless for emergency egress; and
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G.
Whereas, there are already 22 existing licensed premises within 500 feet of the proposed premises
(not including beer and wine licenses) with 6 additional pending licenses within 500 feet and already 42
liquor licenses within 750 feet of the proposed premises; and
H.
Whereas, there is no public interest served by adding yet another licensed premises until 4AM in
this area and within this building;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. recommends denial for San Remos Group One,
LLC, d/b/a San Remo, 201 Lafayette St. 10012 on its application seeking a new OP license; and,
THEREFORE BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that if this application is considered by the SLA,
despite CB2, Manhattan’s recommendation to deny this application, CB2 requests that the SLA conduct a
500 foot hearing because the basement premises has never been licensed for the service of alcohol at any
point in the past; and
THEREFORE BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that CB2, Man. respectfully requests that Liquor
Authority place this matter before the Full Board of the New York State Liquor Authority for
consideration at a regularly scheduled meeting should this application be presented to the Liquor
Authority so that the Commissioners may review the recommendation of CB#2 Man.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
4.
Bobbi Que, LLC, d/b/a Pig Beach, 155 Bleecker St. 10022 (New OP, previously licensed
location)
A.
Whereas, the applicant appeared before Community Board 2, Manhattan’s SLA Licensing
committee to present an application for a on-premise liquor license to operate a full service neighborhood
restaurant serving smoked foods in a mixed use four story brick building (Circa 1900) building located on
the corner of Bleecker and Thompson Streets within the South Village Historic District; and
B.
Whereas, the storefront space was previously operated as Bark Hot Dogs, a fast food restaurant
with a beer and wine license since 2014 and before that the space was occupied by The Back Fence
operating from 1945 to 2013; and,
C.
Whereas, the storefront premises is approx. 2,220 sq. ft. (ground floor is 1,200 sq. ft. and
basement 1,000 sq. ft.- no patron use) with 13 tables and 36 seats and one bar with 12 seats, for a total of
58 patron seats, all front façade windows will remain fixed and non-operable, there will be no outdoor and
there are currently no plans for a sidewalk cafe; and,
D.
Whereas, the hours of operation will be 11AM to 12:30AM Sunday through Wednesday, and
11AM to 2AM Thursday through Saturday (no patron shall remain after closing hour), the premises will
always operate as a full service restaurant and not as a lounge or sports bar, there will have no more than
3 TV’s, there will be quiet, background music only, no d.j.’s, no promoted events, no live music, no cover
fee, no scheduled performances, all windows and doors will close by 10PM and all smoked foods will be
prepared off premise; and,
E.
Whereas, the applicant also met with the Bleecker Area Merchants’ and Residents’ Association
(BAMRA), a representative of BAMRA appeared and stated the organizations support; and,
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F.
Whereas, the applicant executed a stipulations agreement with CB2 that they agreed to submit to
the SLA and agreed would be attached and incorporated in to the method of operation on the on-premise
license stating that:
1. The premises will be advertised and operated as a full service restaurant and will not operate as a
lounge, tavern or sports bar or allow any portion of the premises to be operated in such a manner.
2. The hours of operation will be from 11AM to 12:30AM Sunday through Wednesday, and 11AM
to 2AM Thursday through Saturday (no patron shall remain after closing hour).
3. The premises will have three televisions but there will be no sound emanating from any of the
TVs.
4. The premises will not permit dancing.
5. The premises will not operate a backyard garden or any outdoor area for commercial purposes at
this time.
6. The premises will play quiet ambient-recorded background music only. The premises will not
have DJ’s, live music, promoted events, any event where a cover fee is charged or any scheduled
performances.
7. The Premises will not have French Doors, Operable Windows or open facades and all doors will
be closed at 10PM except for patron ingress and egress.
8. The Licensee will not have patron seating or patron eating and drinking in the basement; and
G.
Whereas, there are currently approximately 35 on-premise Liquor Licenses within 500 ft of the
premises and an unknown number of Beer/Wine licenses; and,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. recommends denial of the On Premise license
application for Bobbi Que, LLC, d/b/a Pig Beach, 155 Bleecker St. 10022, unless the statements of the
applicant as presented to CB2 are accurate and complete, and that those conditions and stipulations agreed
to by the applicant relating to the above-stated stipulations are incorporated into the “Method of
Operation” on its Restaurant Liquor License.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
5.
Arose Hospitality LLC d/b/a Zero Bedford, 178 W. Houston St. 10014 (New OP – previously
unlicensed premises with rear yard)
A.
Whereas, the applicant appeared with his counsel before CB2’s SLA committee for the purpose
of seeking a new OP license for storefront premises of a six-story mixed use building on a roadway
extension and address at West Houston Street but which is also known as Bedford Street between Sixth
Avenue and Downing Street; and
B.
Whereas, the interior storefront premises are approximately 1,060 SF, were previously occupied
and operated for years as a Laundromat and dry cleaning business and have neither previously been used
or occupied, with unenclosed rear yard of approximately 500 SF extending out from the rear of the
premises, for eating or drinking nor previously licensed for the service of alcohol, there currently being no
permit, letter of no objection from the NYC Dept. of Buildings or a current Certificate of Occupancy
provided or presented which permits such use and occupancy for eating and drinking for either the
interior premises or outdoor rear yard extension; and
C.
Whereas, there are multiple fire escapes which empty down into the rear yard extension from
above but the rear yard extension is boxed in by a fence with no emergency egress thereat and the
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applicant could provide no evidence that the fire egress was properly maintained or brought up to code in
light of the newly proposed occupancy and use of the premises and rear yard extension for eating and
drinking; and
D.
Whereas, the applicants initially stated in their application that the premises was previously used
and occupied for eating and drinking as Dallas Jones BBQ dating back to year 2012, but later conceded
during presentation to CB2, Man. that such an assertion was incorrect and in error and that the premises in
question was never in fact occupied by or operated as the Dallas Jones BBQ because the Dallas Jones
BBQ occupied another, separate and distinct storefront albeit in the same building but with no rear yard
extension; and
E.
Whereas, the applicants seek to open a full service “upper mid-scale” restaurant and bar with
hours of operation from 11 AM to Midnight during the week and from 11 AM until 1 AM on the
weekends with 17 interior tables and 34 interior seats, 1 interior stand up bar with 10 seats and 10 exterior
tables with 20 additional exterior patron seats in the rear yard, requiring a complete gut renovation of the
premises, the installation of a new full service kitchen and the installation of new mechanical systems
where none had existed previously; and
F.
Whereas, the applicant’s renovation plans included tapping into what was described as an existing
venting shaft way located within another occupied commercial space within the same building but no
actual plans or drawing for the installation of new mechanical systems and venting were presented for
review and consideration creating concerns; and
G.
Whereas, because the applicant’s notice to CB2, Man. for its license failed to state that it would
be seeking a license to operate and sell liquor in the rear yard of said premises, and because the
applicant’s documentation and questionnaire was submitted very late and received only the afternoon
before its meeting with CB2 Man., many local residents and neighbors could not and were not made
aware of the applicant’s desire and plans to use the rear yard space, creating additional concerns; and
H.
Whereas, when the applicant was asked about his outreach in the area, to those living at 2
Bedford Street, a residential cooperative building with its entrance located immediately adjacent to the
applicant’s proposed storefront entrance and to those residential neighbors living immediately
surrounding the rear yard, the applicant had not made any recognizable efforts to do so and instead
proffered a petition in support of its application but no one from Bedford Street and no one living in and
about the rear yard extension was specifically identified therein; and
I.
Whereas, the Bedford Downing Street Block Association and its representatives appeared in
opposition to the application, citing its concerns for adding yet another licensed establishment on a
narrow, residential street that is already overly-saturated with liquor licenses and where there are already
8 licensed establishments running along a two block span of Bedford Street between Carmine Street,
Downing Street and Sixth Avenue, there being no public interest in adding yet another licensed location
on this primarily residential block and very narrow roadway, where there are so many other
establishments already existing and where there are other vacant, existing alternative storefronts on
Carmine Street nearby available for such occupancy and use; and
J.
Whereas, the premises also includes a rear courtyard outdoor space that faces the rear windows of
a large adjacent residential community composed of multiple residential buildings creating significant
concerns of noise coming from the proposed premises where there has only been and forever quiet
enjoyment and privacy normally associated with a rear yard surrounded by residential apartments; and
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K.
Whereas, even though the applicant was willing to limit his hours of operation in the rear yard he
stated that he could not operate at these premises without also being given the use and occupancy of the
ancillary rear yard extension to the premises proposed to be licensed; and
L.
Whereas, there are already 43 liquor licenses within a 500 foot radius of these premises, many of
which have only recently been added to the Area and many bars and restaurants which provide the same
or similar services in the area, including outdoor seating and sidewalk cafes, there being no coherent
reason for adding yet another licensed establishment with rear yard seating where there is vacancy
elsewhere for such purpose, there being no permits proffered demonstrating permission to use or occupy
as proposed, there be fire safety concerns and there is no public interest established; and
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. recommends denial for Arose Hospitality LLC
d/b/a Zero Bedford, 178 W. Houston St. 10014 on its application seeking a new OP license; and
THEREFORE BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that should this application be considered by the SLA,
CB2, Man. respectfully requests that this item be Calendared to appear before the Full Board of the SLA;
and
THEREFORE BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that if this application is considered by the SLA,
despite CB2, Manhattan’s recommendation to deny this application, CB2, Man. requests that the SLA
conduct a 500 foot hearing because the premises and rear yard extension thereat has never been licensed
for the service of alcohol at any point in the past.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
6.
YN Wine Bar LLC, d/b/a YN Wine Bar, 227 Mott St. Store Front 2 10012 (Upgrade to full OP
license from Restaurant Wine)
A.
Whereas, the applicant appeared before CB2, Manhattan’s SLA Licensing Committee to upgrade
its existing Restaurant Wine license (Lic. #1298978, exp. 12/31/16) to a full On Premise liquor license to
continue to operate a neighborhood wine bar and small restaurant serving breakfast, lunch and dinner, 5
tables with 16 seats and 1 bar/counter with 12 seats and 2 window seats for a total patron occupancy of
30; and
B.
Whereas, the applicant has operated the existing 460 SF storefront premises with a beer and wine
license since September/2011 in a mixed use building on Mott Street between Spring and Prince Streets;
and
C.
Whereas, the hours of operation will continue to be from 10 AM to 12 AM Sunday through
Thursday and from 10 AM to 2 AM on Fridays and Saturdays, music will be background only, doors and
windows will close by 10 PM every night, there will be no d.j.’s, no promoted events, no live music, no
cover fees, no scheduled performances, no velvet ropes, no moveable barriers, no TVs, no back yard
garden and no sidewalk café; and
D.
Whereas, a neighbor living directly across the street from the licensed premises appeared and
spoke in favor of the applicant, explaining that the applicant since opening in 2011 has always operated in
a very respectful manner to those living in the area; and
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E.
Whereas, the applicant executed a stipulations agreement with CB2, Man. that they agreed would
be attached and incorporated in to their method of operation on their OP license and the stipulations are as
follows:
1. The premises will be operated as a wine bar and restaurant.
2. Will operate with hours of operation from 10 AM to 12 AM Sunday through Thursday and from
10 AM to 2 AM on Fridays and Saturdays.
3. There will be no sidewalk café.
4. All doors and windows will be closed by 10 PM every evening.
5. Music will be quiet, background level only and there will not be live music, dj’s, promoted events,
movable ropes or barriers on the sidewalk, scheduled performances or any events for which a
cover fee is charged.
6. There will no TVs.
9. The premises will not permit dancing.
7. The premises will not be advertised or operate as a Lounge, Tavern, Bar or Sports Bar.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. recommends denial of an alteration to an existing
On-Premise liquor license to YN Wine Bar LLC, d/b/a YN Wine Bar, 227 Mott St. Store Front 2
10012 unless the statements of the applicant as presented to CB2 are accurate and complete, and that
those conditions and stipulations agreed to by the applicant relating to the above-stated stipulations are
incorporated into the “Method of Operation” on the OP License.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
THE FOLLOWING ARE RESOLUTIONS FOR ALL APPLICANTS THAT WERE
LAID OVER, WITHDRAWN, OR DID NOT APPEAR BEFORE THEIR REQESTED HEARING:
7.
The Deluxe Room, Inc., d/b/a The Room, 144 Sullivan St. 10012 (Alteration to existing TW
license, laid over at request of applicant)
Whereas, prior to this month’s CB2 SLA Licensing Committee meeting on January 12, 2016, the
principal/applicant requested to lay over this application from consideration and did not appear before
CB2 regarding its application; and,
Whereas, this application is for an alteration to an existing beer wine license;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. strongly recommends that the SLA deny any
proposed Beer and Wine or On Premise license to The Deluxe Room, Inc., d/b/a The Room, 144
Sullivan St. 10012 until the applicant has presented their application in front of CB2’s SLA Licensing
Committee and CB2 has forwarded a recommendation to the SLA and requests that the SLA send this
applicant back to CB2, should this application proceed directly to the SLA, in order that this important
step not be avoided and that the concerns of the Community be fully heard.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
8.
Ambleside Partners, LLC, d/b/a Pravda, 281 Lafayette St. 10012 (Alteration to existing
license, laid over at request of applicant)
Whereas, prior to this month’s CB2 SLA Licensing Committee meeting on January 12, 2016, the
principal/applicant requested to lay over this application from consideration and did not appear before
CB2 regarding its application; and,
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Whereas, this application is for an alteration to an existing beer wine or on premise license;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. strongly recommends that the SLA deny any
proposed Beer and Wine or On Premise license to Ambleside Partners, LLC, d/b/a Pravda, 281
Lafayette St. 10012 until the applicant has presented their application in front of CB2’s SLA Licensing
Committee and CB2 has forwarded a recommendation to the SLA and requests that the SLA send this
applicant back to CB2, should this application proceed directly to the SLA, in order that this important
step not be avoided and that the concerns of the Community be fully heard.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
9.
Coriander Factory Inc., d/b/a Bo Caphe, 222 Lafayette St. - South Store 10012 (RW) (laid
over)
Whereas, prior to this month’s CB2 SLA Licensing Committee meeting on January 12, 2016, the
principal/applicant requested to lay over this application from consideration and did not appear before
CB2 regarding its application; and,
Whereas, this application is for an alteration to an existing beer and wine license;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. strongly recommends that the SLA deny any
proposed Beer and Wine or On Premise license to Coriander Factory Inc., d/b/a Bo Caphe, 222
Lafayette St. - South Store 10012 until the applicant has presented their application in front of CB2’s
SLA Licensing Committee and CB2 has forwarded a recommendation to the SLA and requests that the
SLA send this applicant back to CB2, should this application proceed directly to the SLA, in order that
this important step not be avoided and that the concerns of the Community be fully heard.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
10.

Rolso, Inc., d/b/a Café Novecento, 343 West Broadway 10013 (BW) (requested layover)

Whereas, prior to this month’s CB2, Manhattan’s SLA Licensing Committee Meeting on January 12,
2016, the Applicant requested to layover this application for a beer wine license and stated they will
resubmit the application for consideration at a future CB2 SLA Licensing Committee meeting should they
proceed;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. strongly recommends that the SLA deny any type
of proposed tavern wine license, restaurant wine license, any other beer and wine license, on premise
liquor license, corporate change, class change, alteration, transfer, upgrade or changes to any existing
license for Rolso, Inc., d/b/a Café Novecento, 343 West Broadway 10013 until the Applicant has
presented their application in front of CB2’s SLA Licensing Committee and CB2 has forwarded a
recommendation to the SLA and requests that the SLA send this Applicant back to CB2, should this
application proceed directly to the SLA, in order that this important step not be avoided and that the
concerns of the Community be fully heard.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
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11.

Bird’s Ink, LLC, d/b/a Lighthouse Out Post, 241 Mulberry St. 10012 (New BW) (laid over)

Whereas, at this month’s CB2 SLA Licensing Committee meeting on January 12, 2016 the
principal/applicant requested to lay over this application for a beer wine license and stated they will
resubmit the application for consideration at a future CB2 SLA Licensing Committee meeting should they
proceed;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. strongly recommends that the SLA deny any Beer
and Wine or On Premise license to Bird’s Ink, LLC, d/b/a Lighthouse Out Post, 241 Mulberry St.
10012 until the applicant has presented their application in front of CB2’s SLA Licensing Committee and
CB2 has forwarded a recommendation to the SLA and requests that the SLA send this applicant back to
CB2, should this application proceed directly to the SLA, in order that this important step not be avoided
and that the concerns of the Community be fully heard.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
12.

Agoodlook, LLC, d/b/a Pietro’s, 74 Elizabeth St. 10012 (OP) (requested layover)

Whereas, prior to this month’s CB2, Manhattan’s SLA Licensing Committee Meeting on January 12,
2016, the Applicant requested to layover this application for an on premise license and stated they will
resubmit the application for consideration at a future CB2 SLA Licensing Committee meeting should they
proceed;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. strongly recommends that the SLA deny any type
of proposed tavern wine license, restaurant wine license, any other beer and wine license, on premise
liquor license, corporate change, class change, alteration, transfer, upgrade or changes to any existing
license for Agoodlook, LLC, d/b/a Pietro’s, 74 Elizabeth St. 10012 until the Applicant has presented
their application in front of CB2’s SLA Licensing Committee and CB2 has forwarded a recommendation
to the SLA and requests that the SLA send this Applicant back to CB2, should this application proceed
directly to the SLA, in order that this important step not be avoided and that the concerns of the
Community be fully heard.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
13.

Entity to be formed by Michael Ingemann d/b/a TBD, 177 Mott St. 10012 (withdrawn)

Whereas, at this month’s CB2, Manhattan’s SLA Licensing Committee Meeting on January 12, 2016, the
Applicant attorney appeared and requested to withdraw from consideration this application for a new onpremise liquor license;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. strongly recommends that the SLA deny any type
of proposed tavern wine license, restaurant wine license, any other beer and wine license, on premise
liquor license, corporate change, class change, alteration, transfer, upgrade or changes to any existing
license for Entity to be formed by Michael Ingemann d/b/a TBD, 177 Mott St. 10012 until the
Applicant has presented their application in front of CB2’s SLA Licensing Committee and CB2 has
forwarded a recommendation to the SLA and requests that the SLA send this Applicant back to CB2,
should this application proceed directly to the SLA, in order that this important step not be avoided and
that the concerns of the Community be fully heard.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
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14.

CGM 13, LLC, d/b/a all’onda, 22 E. 13th St. 10003 (withdrawn)

Whereas, at this month’s CB2, Manhattan’s SLA Licensing Committee Meeting on January 12, 2016, the
Applicant attorney appeared and requested to withdraw from consideration this application for a new onpremise liquor license;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. strongly recommends that the SLA deny any type
of proposed tavern wine license, restaurant wine license, any other beer and wine license, on premise
liquor license, corporate change, class change, alteration, transfer, upgrade or changes to any existing
license for CGM 13, LLC, d/b/a all’onda, 22 E. 13th St. 10003 until the Applicant has presented their
application in front of CB2’s SLA Licensing Committee and CB2 has forwarded a recommendation to the
SLA and requests that the SLA send this Applicant back to CB2, should this application proceed directly
to the SLA, in order that this important step not be avoided and that the concerns of the Community be
fully heard.
15. BSL Carmine, Inc., d/b/a Bluestone Lane Carmine, 30 Carmine St. 10014 (New RW)
i. Whereas, the Applicant appeared before Community Board 2, Manhattan’s SLA Licensing committee
to present an application to the Liquor Authority for an Australian Coffee Shop/Café as described; and,
ii. Whereas, this application is for a new restaurant wine license for a location in a mixed-use building
located on Carmine St between Bedford St. and Bleecker St. for a roughly 1,250 sq. ft. premise located on
the ground floor and basement (750 sq. ft. ground floor, 500 sq. ft. basement, patron use of ground floor
only) with 7 tables and 31 table seats, 1 standup bar with no bar seats; an new letter of no objection is in
the process of being obtained; and,
iii. Whereas, the hours of operation will be from 7:30AM to 11PM seven days a week, music will be
quiet background only consisting of music from ipod/cd’s (i.e. no active manipulation of music – only
passive prearranged music), all doors and windows will be closed at 9PM except for patron ingress and
egress, there will be no d.j., no promoted events, no scheduled performances or cover fees, no velvet
ropes, no movable barriers; and,
iv. Whereas, the Applicant executed a stipulations agreement with CB2, Man. that they agreed to submit
to the SLA and agreed would be attached and incorporated in to the method of operation on the restaurant
wine license stating that:
1. The premises will be advertised and operated as an Australian Coffee Shop/Café as described.
2. The hours of operation will be from 7:30AM to 11PM seven days a week. All patrons will be
cleared and no patrons will remain after stated closing times.
3. The premises will not operate as a “lounge”, tavern or sports bar or allow any portion of the
premises to be operated in such a manner.
4. The premises will not have televisions or projectors.
5. The premises will not permit dancing.
6. The premises will not operate a backyard garden or any outdoor area for commercial purposes (not
including a licensed sidewalk café).
7. The premises will play quiet ambient-recorded background music only. No music will be audible
in any adjacent residences at anytime.
8. The premises will not have DJ’s, live music, promoted events, any event where a cover fee is
charged or any scheduled performances.
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9. The Premises will not have French doors, operable windows or open facades and will close all
doors and windows at 9 PM except for patron ingress and egress.
10. There will be no patron use of basement.
11. Applicant will obtain a letter of no objection from the NYC Department of Buildings.
12. There will be no sidewalk café (not permitted) and there will be no outdoor benches.
13. Applicant will obtain all required certificates and permits.
v. Whereas, the applicant had discussions with the Carmine St. Block Association and discussed the
above stipulations and there were no objections; and,
vi. Whereas, the Principals are also a principals of 4 other locations operating under this same name and
method of operation, including one in CB2; and,
vii. Whereas, there are currently approximately 21 On Premise Liquor Licenses within 500 ft of the
premises and an unknown number of beer and wine licenses; and,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. recommends denial of a new Restaurant Wine
License for BSL Carmine Inc., d/b/a Bluestone Lane Carmine, 30 Carmine St. 10014 unless the
statements the Applicant has presented are accurate and complete, and that those conditions and
stipulations agreed to by the Applicant above are incorporated into the “Method of Operation” on the
SLA Restaurant On Premise Liquor License.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
16. All The Little Owls, LLC, d/b/a TBD, 535 Hudson St. 10014 (New OP, previously unlicensed,
basement only)
i. Whereas, the applicant appeared before CB2’s SLA Licensing committee to present an application for
a new on-premise tavern liquor license to operate a tavern/bar with food in a previously unlicensed
basement only location for a “neighborhood cocktail bar serving small plates and a focus on sustainable
practices”; and,
ii. Whereas, the premises is located in the basement of a 5-story mixed-use residential building with an
indicated address on Hudson Street according to materials presented to CB2, Man. by the applicant, but
the actual entrance is a staircase leading to the basement located on Charles St., the building itself is
located on the Northwest corner of Charles St. and Hudson St. with two existing eating and drinking
establishments on the ground floor, the proposed basement premises is in a 1,800 sq. ft. space with 12
tables and 39 seats and 1 stand up bar with 11 seats; a certificate of occupancy dated 5/1/1990 was
presented by the applicant to show allowable use of the basement, which has never been used before for
an eating and drinking establishment or any other public use that could be recalled by neighbors, but it
became clear that this was submitted in error and was no longer valid because an addition was added to
the basement in the last few years and a subsequent Alt 1 job filing with the NYC Department of
Buildings is pending but no new certificate of occupancy has yet been issued, the applicant stated that the
certificate of occupancy dated 5/1/1990 was valid but could not explain how the new addition which is
part of the basement premises could possibly be included in the certificate of occupancy issued almost 25
years prior and had no valid explanation or presentation prepared as to how they planned to address this
situation; as part of its liquor license review process, CB2, Man. specifically requests a written
explanation if there is no current or applicable Certificate of Occupancy as to how the applicant plans to
remedy the situation; and,
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iii. Whereas, the hours of operation presented are 5PM to 12PM Sunday, 6PM-1AM Monday to
Thursday and 6PM to 2AM Friday and Saturday, music will be quiet background only consisting of music
from ipod/cd’s (i.e. no active manipulation of music – only passive prearranged music, there will be no
d.j., no promoted events, no scheduled performances or cover fees, no velvet ropes, no movable barriers,
there will be no TV’s; and,
iv. Whereas, there are 17 on-premise liquor licenses and 6 beer & wine license within 500 feet of the
proposed premises including a restaurant wine license in the same building with an adverse history with
CB2, Man. and local neighbors (see CB2 resolutions for Slice West Village Ltd. SN#1229971), there are
an additional 18 on-premise liquor licenses and 6 beer and wine licenses within 750 ft.; and
v. Whereas, a number of emails and letters were received in opposition and 12 speakers spoke in
opposition, among the issues raised were (1) that there are already an overwhelming number of liquor
licenses in the immediate area and a new tavern/bar style operation was not needed or unique and that
specialty high end cocktails and small plates from sustainable practices (i.e. farm to table) are available
throughout this area in abundance and are by no means unique; (2) the proposed bar and entrance is
located on a quiet residential street – Charles Street – this use for a destination location would
dramatically increase the amount of traffic on a residential street, and the stairs leading to the basement
are next to and directly below residential windows and no measures for sound attenuation from patrons
using the stairwell was presented to mitigate impacts to the residential bedrooms located directly above
except for installation of a small awning, no appropriate measures for crowd control were presented or for
managing smokers and the rear wall of the basement in the newly constructed basement addition backs
onto a residential quiet internal courtyard and gardens and their were concerns noise would leak into the
residential rear yard donut through doors, windows and walls from the proposed premises at the rear
basement level; (3) the premises has never previously been licensed; (4) the building landlord has done
nothing to address existing and ongoing noise issues from ventilation and rooftop mechanicals and
rooftop parties from residential tenants and adding a licensed premises will exacerbate current noise
issues; (5) existing mechanicals including ventilation and AC units from the two existing eating and
drinking premises in the building continue to create noise problems and have not been remedied (see CB2
resolutions for SN1229971) and any new mechanicals and venting from this new establishment will only
add to and exacerbate the existing conditions; (6) the proposed hours are inappropriate to a residential
neighborhood and other licensed premises on the ground floor in the area operate with less hours and are
profitable; (7) this basement space is inappropriate for this proposed purpose and this use for a bar in the
basement has been objected to by the local block association since 2012 – a petition sent to the landlord in
opposition with 159 signatures dated 2012 regarding the build out and change of the basement use was
presented; (8) this is a residential neighborhood dominated by working families and individuals and late
night drinking and “alcohol tourism” is becoming a serious problem; (9) while the applicants may present
themselves as being some of the top mixologists, this operation is still a bar/tavern with similar and
associated problems and quality of life impacts; (10) the applicants claim this is a neighborhood
bar/tavern yet their marketing and notoriety is such that the other premises in which they are involved,
own and are known for are world renowned award winning destination locations, additionally those other
premises which they operate were previously licensed or parts of other licensed premises prior to the
principals opening establishments in those locations (11) the model of taking names and phone numbers
of patrons for destination locations such as this leads to a constant influx of people and generates buzz
from those who come and go after the premises is full (the patrons only allow for minimal standees inside
after seats are full) and patrons often end up waiting on the streets nearby and loitering under residential
windows, neighborhood establishments are not destination locations located on residential side streets,
even on a slow night the constant in and out of patrons to simply find out a premises is already full results
in a burden of increased noise, foot traffic and vehicular traffic on a residential street; (12) other premises
in the neighborhood have similar policies of taking phone numbers for patrons when they are full and the
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unintended consequence is residential areas with small knots of people constantly waiting around talking
and making noise at all hours where they did not previously exist; (13) it was also articulated that this is
just simply the wrong place for this type of operation, Hudson Street has already been narrowed from 5
lanes to 2 lanes with two lanes for parking and a protected bike lane – adding another destination location
in a basement results in added cab and for hire vehicle trips and people driving in which results in blocked
traffic as cars have to stop in one of only two traffic lanes, the area is “not saturated, its soaked”; and,
vi. Whereas, a petition in opposition to the issuance of an on-premises liquor license for this applicant
with 49 signatures of immediate local residents was presented, a petition from 2012 to the landlord of the
proposed premises indicating opposition to the construction of the proposed premises for an eating and
drinking establishment with 159 signatures of immediate local residents was also presented; and,
vii. Whereas, the principles are principles in several other licensed premises and have extensive
experience, one of which is a destination location Death & Co. operated in a similar fashion located on 9th
Street in the East Village and for which there are no known complaints according to the applicant, but the
applicant conceded that the premises was licensed prior to opening the current operation there and that it
is located on the ground floor; their intentions at this location on Charles Street is to create a place of
refuge for local residents, there will be no waiting lines with their system of taking names and phone
numbers at the door after they are full and sending patrons to other establishments, there will be minimal
signage; their uniqueness is created around their approach, care, level of hospitality, quality, embracing
local community and immediate neighbors, employing loyal staff with low turnover, employing
professional fulltime bartenders; they approach cocktails the way a chef approaches food with high
quality unique ingredients and curated menus that will change seasonally; this location on Charles St.
presents itself as an opportunity as they could not afford the many existing vacant previously licensed
locations in the area or the overhead at those locations and after looking at many spaces felt that this was
the best location to build their business and a new community for local residents and their businesses’
staff; and,
viii. Whereas, two speakers spoke in favor of the applicant citing their existing operations in other
locations, a number of letters in support were presented, and a petition was presented by the applicant, but
it was unclear what the petition was for, the heading on the petition indicates the application is for a
restaurant, with no address, no indication of the basement space, no hours of operation and no indication
of who the petition is for, there were 29 signatures but it was unclear what they were supporting and what
they represented; and,
ix. Whereas, there are already many bars and restaurants which provide the same or similar services in
the area, there being no coherent reason for adding yet another licensed establishment where there are
vacancies in previously licensed locations elsewhere for such purpose, there being no permits proffered
demonstrating permission to use or occupy the premises as proposed and there is no public interest
established;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. recommends denial to All The Little Owls, LLC,
d/b/a TBD, 535 Hudson St. 10014 on its application seeking a new on-premise liquor license; and
THEREFORE BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that should this application be considered by the Liquor
Authority, CB2, Man, respectfully requests that this item be calendared to appear before the Full Board of
the Authority and that CB2 and any interested community members be notified in advance of the meeting.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
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17. Phil Alotta/Daniel Alotta or an entity to be formed, 308 Spring St. 10013
i. Whereas, the Applicant appeared before Community Board 2, Manhattan’s SLA Licensing committee
to present an application to the Liquor Authority for a full service restaurant featuring burgers which will
be open for breakfast, lunch and dinner, the applicant’s original 30 day notice improperly noted the
address as 310 Spring St.; and,
ii. Whereas, this application is for a new restaurant on-premise liquor license for a location in a mixeduse building located on the corner of Spring St. and Renwick St. for a roughly 1,600 sq. ft. premise
located on the ground floor and basement (1,100 ground floor, 600 sq. ft. basement - basement has no
patron use) previously occupied by another licensed premises, the Emerald Pub #1028407, the proposed
premises will have 19 tables and 38 seats and 1 stand up bar with 12 seats on the interior, for a total of 50
seats inside, there will be a future application for a sidewalk café which will be located on both Spring St.
and Renwick St. (the applicant has stated that they will consider having less seats than permitted on the
Renwick St. side at the time of their future sidewalk café application), there is an existing Certificate of
Occupancy; and,
iii. Whereas, the hours of operation will be Sunday to Thursday from 7AM to 1AM, and Friday and
Saturday from 7AM to 2AM (all patrons will be cleared from the ground floor of the premises and no
patrons will remain after stated closing time), there will be a future sidewalk café, but it is not included in
this application, music will be quiet background only consisting of music from ipod/cd’s (i.e. no active
manipulation of music – only passive prearranged music), all doors and windows will be closed at 10PM
except for patron ingress and egress, there will be no d.j., no promoted events, no scheduled performances
or cover fees, no velvet ropes, no movable barriers; and,
iv. Whereas, the Applicant executed a stipulations agreement with CB2, Man. that they agreed to submit
to the SLA and agreed would be attached and incorporated in to the method of operation on the restaurant
on-premise liquor license stating that:
1. The premises will be advertised and operated as a full service restaurant featuring burgers, which
will be open for breakfast, lunch and dinner.
2. The hours of operation will be Sunday to Thursday from 7AM to 1AM, and Friday and Saturday
from 7AM to 2AM. All patrons will be cleared and no patrons will remain after stated closing
times.
3. The premises will not operate as a “lounge”, tavern or sports bar or allow any portion of the
premises to be operated in such a manner.
4. The premises will have no more than 2 televisions no larger than 46 inches. There will be no
projectors.
5. The premises will not permit dancing.
6. The premises will not operate a backyard garden or any outdoor area for commercial purposes (not
including a licensed sidewalk café).
7. The premises will play quiet ambient-recorded background music only. No music will be audible
in any adjacent residences at anytime.
8. The premises will not have DJ’s, live music, promoted events, any event where a cover fee is
charged or any scheduled performances.
9. The Premises will close all doors and windows at 10 PM every night and any time there is sound
on the televisions (except for patron ingress and egress).
10. There will be no volume on the two televisions.
11. Any future sidewalk café will close by 10PM Sunday to Thursday and 11PM Friday and Saturday.
No patrons will remain in sidewalk café after stated closing time.
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12. Any windows installed on Renwick St Façade beginning south of a line from the kitchen door as
indicated on provided diagrams will be a fixed façade and will be non operable.
13. When applying for a sidewalk café, applicant will consider reducing the number of tables and
chairs on Renwick St. side Sidewalk Café in consideration of the noise on this residential block.
v. Whereas, the applicant did have discussions with several local residents, including those representing
residential buildings in the immediate area, and after hearing residents concerns the operator modified his
proposed method of operation including a reduction in closing hours of both the interior and exterior,
there were also additional concerns that this immediate neighborhood has transformed in recent years as a
result of residential development and the impact of late night operations and noise is important in
consideration of any new licensed premises; and,
vi. Whereas, one of the Principals is also a principal of several other current and past licensed
establishments; and,
vii. Whereas, there are currently approximately 12 On Premise Liquor Licenses within 500 ft. of the
premises and an unknown number of beer and wine licenses;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. recommends denial of a new Restaurant On
Premise Liquor License for Phil Alotta/Daniel Alotta or an entity to be formed, 308 Spring St. 10013
unless the statements the Applicant has presented are accurate and complete, and that those conditions
and stipulations agreed to by the Applicant above are incorporated into the “Method of Operation” on the
SLA Restaurant On Premise Liquor License.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
18. Café Nadery, LLC, d/b/a Café Nadery, 16 W. 8th St. 10011 (upgrade from RW to OP)
i. Whereas, the applicant appeared before Community Board 2, Manhattan’s SLA Licensing committee
to present an application to the Liquor Authority for an upgrade application for an existing restaurant
wine license (SN#1270012) to a restaurant on-premises liquor license for an existing Persian
café/restaurant and Cultural Center as described; the applicant originally appeared before CB2 Manhattan
in April 2013 presenting an application for restaurant on-premise liquor license, but at that time agreed to
seek a restaurant wine license only given concerns from the local community; and,
ii. Whereas, this application is for a new restaurant on-premise liquor license for a location in a
commercial use building located on West 8th Street between Fifth Avenue and MacDougal Street for a
roughly 1,000 sq. ft premise located on the ground floor only, the proposed premises has 20 tables and 40
seats and 1 stand up bar with 10 seats for a total of 50 seats, there is an existing Certificate of Occupancy;
and,
iii. Whereas, the hours of operation are Sunday from 11AM to 12AM, Monday to Thursday from 11AM
to 12AM and Friday and Saturday from 10AM to 1AM (all patrons will be cleared from the ground floor
of the premises and no patrons will remain after stated closing time), there is no sidewalk café included in
this application and sidewalk cafes are not permitted at this location, music will be quiet background only
consisting of music from ipod/cd’s (i.e. no active manipulation of music – only passive prearranged
music), there will may be one T.V. if the future, there will be occasional live music from acoustic
instruments only and will only occur between 7 p.m. and 10 p.m., all doors and windows will be closed at
all times except for patron ingress and egress, there will be no d.j. and no promoted events or cover fees,
no velvet ropes, no movable barriers; and,
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iv. Whereas, the Applicant executed an updated stipulations agreement with CB2 that they agreed to
submit to the SLA and agreed would be attached and incorporated in to the method of operation on the
new on-premise liquor license stating that:
1. The premises will be advertised and operated as a Persian Café and Cultural Center.
2. The hours of operation will be Sunday from 11AM to 12AM, Monday to Thursday from 11AM to
12AM and Friday and Saturday from 10AM to 1AM. All patrons will be cleared and no patrons
will remain after stated closing times.
3. The premises will not operate as a “lounge”, tavern or sports bar or allow any portion of the
premises to be operated in such a manner.
4. The premises will have no more than 1 television no larger than 42 inches. There will be no
projectors.
5. The premises will not permit dancing.
6. The premises will not operate a backyard garden or any outdoor area for commercial purposes.
There will be no sidewalk café or outdoor benches (not permitted).
7. The premises will play quiet ambient-recorded background music only. No music will be audible
in any adjacent residences at anytime.
8. The premises will not have DJ’s, promoted events or any event where a cover fee is charged.
9. The Premises will not have French doors, operable windows or open facades keep all doors and
windows closed at all times (except for patron ingress and egress).
10. There may be live music but it will only occur between 7PM to 10PM. And will include acoustic
instruments only (not electronic and no amplification).
11. There will be no sales of pitchers of beer/carafes of wine.
12. There will be a hands-on policy regarding outside patron noise and issues will be addressed
immediately.
13. Steps will be taken to reduce any sound leakage that occurs from the front door when it is opened.
14. There will be no unlimited drink or unlimited food and drink specials.
v. Whereas, the applicant did have discussions with the West 8th St. Block Association which stated that
they had no objection at this time the this application and further stated that this operator had not only
operated their establishment exactly as was presented several years ago in particular in regards to the
cultural component, but had also operated as a good neighbor and embodied the spirit of Greenwich
Village Coffee Shops as cultural centers with a unique twist which for the most part no longer exist, he
did state that the Block Association would consider opposing future applications at this location by any
subsequent operators however as they felt this operator was unique and in the public interest, their were
some concerns by the committee regarding the finances of the operation, but the applicant was able to ally
those concerns as presented at the meeting, there are currently 12 more years on the lease and the operator
intends to operate for the duration of the lease; the operator presented a detailed explanation of the
premises and outlined the operation as it exists and submitted materials which the committee felt was
unique to this area and specific to this application, and,
vi. Whereas, there are currently approximately 17 On Premise Liquor Licenses within 500 ft. of the
premises and an unknown number of beer and wine licenses; and,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. recommends denial of a new Restaurant On
Premise Liquor License for Café Nadery, LLC, d/b/a Café Nadery, 16 W. 8th St. 10011 unless the
statements the Applicant has presented are accurate and complete, and that those conditions and
stipulations agreed to by the Applicant above are incorporated into the “Method of Operation” on the
SLA Restaurant On Premise Liquor License.
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Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
19. Lartusi Restaurant LLC, d/b/a L’Artusi, 228 W. 10th St. 10014 (New OP/Transfer)
i. Whereas, the Applicant appeared before Community Board 2, Manhattan’s SLA Licensing committee
to present an application to the Liquor Authority for a full service restaurant via a “transfer” application,
the operating Principal in the new entity, Joseph Campanale, is also an operating principal in the current
entity, there will be no changes to the current method of operation; and,
ii. Whereas, this application is for a new restaurant on-premise liquor license via a “transfer” application
for a location in a mixed-use building located on West 10th St. between Bleecker St. and Hudson St. on
the first and second floor for a roughly 2,600 sq. ft. premise (1,750 ground floor, 850 sq. ft. second floor)
currently occupied by 228 West 10th Street, LLC #1217898, the proposed premises will have 28 tables
and 86 seats, 1 Chef’s counter around the kitchen with 12 seats and 1 stand up bar with 22 seats for a total
of 120 seats, there is an existing Certificate of Occupancy and Place of Assembly Permit; and,
iii. Whereas, the hours of operation will be Sunday from 11AM to 1AM, Monday to Friday from 5PM to
1AM and Saturday from 10AM to 1AM (all patrons will be cleared from the ground floor of the premises
and no patrons will remain after stated closing time), music will be quiet background only consisting of
music from ipod/cd’s (i.e. no active manipulation of music – only passive prearranged music), all doors
and windows will be closed at 9PM except for patron ingress and egress, there will be no d.j., no
promoted events, no scheduled performances or cover fees, no velvet ropes, no movable barriers; and,
iv. Whereas, the Applicant executed a stipulations agreement with CB2 that they agreed to submit to the
SLA and agreed would be attached and incorporated in to the method of operation on the restaurant onpremise liquor license stating that:
1. The premises will be advertised and operated as a full service restaurant as described and
presented.
2. The hours of operation will be Sunday from 11AM to 1AM, Monday to Friday from 5PM to 1AM
and Saturday from 10AM to 1AM. All patrons will be cleared and no patrons will remain after
stated closing times.
3. The premises will not operate as a “lounge”, tavern or sports bar or allow any portion of the
premises to be operated in such a manner.
4. The premises will not have televisions.
5. The premises will not permit dancing.
6. The premises will not operate a backyard garden or any outdoor area for commercial purposes (not
including a licensed sidewalk café).
7. The premises will play quiet ambient-recorded background music only. No music will be audible
in any adjacent residences at anytime.
8. The premises will not have DJ’s, live music, promoted events, any event where a cover fee is
charged or any scheduled performances.
9. The Premises will not have French doors, operable windows or open facades and will close all
doors and windows at 9 PM (except for patron ingress and egress).
10. There is no sidewalk café included in this application (not permitted).
11. There will be no unlimited drink specials.
v. Whereas, a member of the public appeared and spoke in support of the applicant; and,
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vi. Whereas, the operating Principal is also a principal of several other currently licensed establishments
with no know complaints; and,
vii. Whereas, there are currently approximately 19 On Premise Liquor Licenses within 500 ft of the
premises and an unknown number of beer and wine licenses; and,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. recommends denial of a new Restaurant On
Premise Liquor License for Lartusi Restaurant LLC, d/b/a L’Artusi, 228 W. 10th St. 10014 unless the
statements the Applicant has presented are accurate and complete, and that those conditions and
stipulations agreed to by the Applicant above are incorporated into the “Method of Operation” on the
SLA Restaurant On Premise Liquor License.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
20. Dellanima Restaurant, LLC, d/b/a Dell’Anima, 38 8th Ave. 10014 (New OP/Transfer)
i. Whereas, the Applicant appeared before Community Board 2, Manhattan’s SLA Licensing committee
to present an application to the Liquor Authority for a full service restaurant via a “transfer” application,
the operating Principal in the new entity, Joseph Campanale, is also an operating principal in the current
entity, there will be no changes to the current method of operation; and,
ii. Whereas, this application is for a new restaurant on-premise liquor license via a “transfer” application
for a location in a mixed-use building located on 8th Avenue between West 12th St. and Jane St. on the
ground floor for a roughly 900 sq. ft. premise currently occupied by 38 8th Avenue, LLC #1199509, the
proposed premises will have 14 tables and 28 seats, 1 Chef’s counter with 6 seats and 1 stand up bar with
10 seats for a total of 44 interior seats, there is also a currently licensed sidewalk café included in this
application for which the existing Sidewalk Café License will be assigned which includes 7 outdoor tables
and 14 outdoor seats, there is an existing Certificate of Occupancy; and
iii. Whereas, the hours of operation will be Saturday and Sunday from 11AM to 1AM and Monday to
Friday from 5PM to 1AM (all patrons will be cleared from the ground floor of the premises and no
patrons will remain after stated closing time), music will be quiet background only consisting of music
from ipod/cd’s (i.e. no active manipulation of music – only passive prearranged music), all doors and
windows will be closed at 10PM except for patron ingress and egress, there will be no d.j., no promoted
events, no scheduled performances or cover fees, no velvet ropes, no movable barriers; and,
iv. Whereas, the Applicant executed a stipulations agreement with CB2, Man. that they agreed to submit
to the SLA and agreed would be attached and incorporated in to the method of operation on the restaurant
on-premise liquor license stating that:
1. The premises will be advertised and operated as a full service restaurant as described and
presented.
2. The hours of operation will be Saturday and Sunday from 11AM to 1AM and Monday to Friday
from 5PM to 1AM. All patrons will be cleared and no patrons will remain after stated closing
times.
3. The premises will not operate as a “lounge”, tavern or sports bar or allow any portion of the
premises to be operated in such a manner.
4. The premises will not have televisions.
5. The premises will not permit dancing.
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6. The premises will not operate a backyard garden or any outdoor area for commercial purposes (not
including a licensed sidewalk café).
7. The premises will play quiet ambient-recorded background music only. No music will be audible
in any adjacent residences at anytime.
8. The premises will not have DJ’s, live music, promoted events, any event where a cover fee is
charged or any scheduled performances.
9. The Premises will not have French doors, operable windows or open facades and will close all
doors and windows at 10 PM (except for patron ingress and egress).
10. This application includes a sidewalk café with 7 tables and 14 seats.
11. There will be no unlimited drink specials.
v. Whereas, the Applicant reached out to the local block association and a member of the public appeared
and spoke in support of the applicant; and,
vi. Whereas, the operating Principal is also a principal of several other currently licensed establishments
with no know complaints; and,
vii. Whereas, there are currently approximately 17 On Premise Liquor Licenses within 500 ft of the
premises and an unknown number of beer and wine licenses;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. recommends denial of a new Restaurant On
Premise Liquor License for Dellanima Restaurant, LLC, d/b/a Dell’Anima, 38 8th Ave. 10014 unless
the statements the Applicant has presented are accurate and complete, and that those conditions and
stipulations agreed to by the Applicant above are incorporated into the “Method of Operation” on the
SLA Restaurant On Premise Liquor License.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
21. Anfora NY, LLC, d/b/a Anfora, 34 8th Ave. 10014 (New OP/Transfer)
i. Whereas, the Applicant appeared before Community Board 2, Manhattan’s SLA Licensing committee
to present an application to the Liquor Authority for a full service restaurant via a “transfer” application,
the operating Principal in the new entity, Joseph Campanale, is also an operating principal in the current
entity, there will be no changes to the current method of operation; and,
ii. Whereas, this application is for a new restaurant on-premise liquor license via a “transfer” application
for a location in a mixed-use building located on 8th Avenue between West 12th St. and Jane St. on the
ground floor for a roughly 850 sq. ft premise currently occupied by 34 8th Avenue, LLC #1230359, the
proposed premises will have 6 tables and 30 seats and 1 stand up bar with 20 seats for a total of 50
interior seats, there is an existing Certificate of Occupancy; and,
iii. Whereas, the hours of operation will be Sunday from 3PM to 1AM and Monday to Saturday from
3PM to 2AM (all patrons will be cleared from the ground floor of the premises and no patrons will remain
after stated closing time), music will be quiet background only consisting of music from ipod/cd’s (i.e. no
active manipulation of music – only passive prearranged music), all doors and windows will be closed at
10PM except for patron ingress and egress, there will be no d.j., no promoted events, no scheduled
performances or cover fees, no velvet ropes, no movable barriers; and,
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iv. Whereas, the Applicant executed a stipulations agreement with CB2, Man. that they agreed to submit
to the SLA and agreed would be attached and incorporated in to the method of operation on the restaurant
on-premise liquor license stating that:
1. The premises will be advertised and operated as a full service restaurant as described and
presented.
2. The hours of operation will be Sunday from 3PM to 1AM and Monday to Saturday from 3PM to
2AM. All patrons will be cleared and no patrons will remain after stated closing times.
3. The premises will not operate as a “lounge”, tavern or sports bar or allow any portion of the
premises to be operated in such a manner.
4. The premises will not have televisions.
5. The premises will not permit dancing.
6. The premises will not operate a backyard garden or any outdoor area for commercial purposes (not
including a licensed sidewalk café).
7. The premises will play quiet ambient-recorded background music only. No music will be audible
in any adjacent residences at anytime.
8. The premises will not have DJ’s, live music, promoted events, any event where a cover fee is
charged or any scheduled performances.
9. The Premises will not have French doors, operable windows or open facades and will close all
doors and windows at 10 PM (except for patron ingress and egress).
10. There is no sidewalk café included in this application.
11. There will be no unlimited drink specials.
v. Whereas, the Applicant reached out to the local block association and a member of the public appeared
and spoke in support of the applicant; and,
vi. Whereas, the operating Principal is also a principal of several other currently licensed establishments
with no know complaints; and,
vii. Whereas, there are currently approximately 19 On Premise Liquor Licenses within 500 ft of the
premises and an unknown number of beer and wine licenses; and,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. recommends denial of a new Restaurant On
Premise Liquor License for Anfora NY, LLC, d/b/a Anfora, 34 8th Ave. 10014 unless the statements
the Applicant has presented are accurate and complete, and that those conditions and stipulations agreed
to by the Applicant above are incorporated into the “Method of Operation” on the SLA Restaurant On
Premise Liquor License.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
22. BKUK 7 Corp., d/b/a TBD, 1 7th Ave. South 10014 (New OP)
i. Whereas, the Applicant re-appeared before Community Board 2, Manhattan’s SLA Licensing
Committee #2 to present an application to the Liquor Authority for a new restaurant on-premises liquor
license for a “family style restaurant serving Italian food”; and,
ii. Whereas, this application is for a new restaurant on-premise liquor license for a location in a mixeduse building located on the corner of 7th Avenue South and Carmine St. for a roughly 1,150 sq. ft. premise
located on the ground floor and cellar (basement has no patron use) previously occupied by another
licensed premises, Ayza Upper West Side, Inc. #1258707, the proposed premises will have 15 tables and
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35 seats and 1 stand up bar with 13 seats on the interior, for a total of 48 seats inside, there is also an
existing sidewalk café located on 7th Avenue South façade only which includes 18 tables and 36 seats
included in this application (the existing DCA Sidewalk Café License will be acquired through an
assignment to the applicant), there is an existing Certificate of Occupancy; and
iii. Whereas, the hours of operation will be Sunday to Thursday from 11AM to 12AM, and Friday to
Saturday from 11AM to 1AM (all patrons will be cleared from the ground floor of the premises and no
patrons will remain after stated closing time), music will be quiet background only consisting of music
from ipod/cd’s (i.e. no active manipulation of music – only passive prearranged music), all doors and
windows will be closed at all times except for patron ingress and egress, there will be no d.j., no promoted
events, no scheduled performances or cover fees, no velvet ropes, no movable barriers; and
iv. Whereas, the Applicant executed a stipulations agreement with CB2 that they agreed to submit to the
SLA and agreed would be attached and incorporated in to the method of operation on the restaurant onpremise liquor license stating that:
1. The premises will be advertised and operated as a family style Italian restaurant as described.
2. The hours of operation will be Sunday to Thursday from 11AM to 12AM, and Friday to Saturday
from 11AM to 1AM. All patrons will be cleared and no patrons will remain after stated closing
times.
3. The premises will not operate as a “lounge”, tavern or sports bar or allow any portion of the
premises to be operated in such a manner.
4. The premises will have not have televisions or projectors.
5. The premises will not permit dancing.
6. The premises will not operate a backyard garden or any outdoor area for commercial purposes (not
including a licensed sidewalk café).
7. The premises will play quiet ambient-recorded background music only. No music will be audible
in any adjacent residences at anytime.
8. The premises will not have DJ’s, live music, promoted events, any event where a cover fee is
charged or any scheduled performances.
9. The Premises will not have French doors, operable windows or open facades and will close all
doors and windows at all times except for patron ingress and egress.
10. No speakers or amplified music will be located in the sidewalk café.
11. There will be a sidewalk café only on the 7th Avenue Side façade as the previous operator at this
location had and for which an assignment will be sought.
12. The sidewalk café will continue to close at 12AM 7 days a week.
13. There will be a full food menu until closing and the kitchen will remain open until closing.
v. Whereas, the applicant did have discussions with the local block association which did not indicate
any opposition and the building owner appeared in support, there were some concerns that the applicant
has an adverse history with another Community Board at another of his licensed premises as evidenced by
letters and resolutions on CB4 Manhattan’s website, the applicant stated those issues had been resolved,
there were also some concerns regarding the electric kitchen and ventilation which resulted in the layover
of the presentation of this application in December/2015, this month the applicant provided
documentation and pictures showing the existing conditions, there were also concerns that the
current/previous operator at this location was a specialty dessert operation and which had obtained an onpremise license for the express purpose of serving “special cocktails that you have with chocolate” and
that this operation that is being presented in this application is similar to many others in the area, the
applicant agreed to reduce their closing hours to those indicated in consideration of those concerns; and,
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vi. Whereas, the Principals is also a principal of 6 other licensed establishments; and,
vii. Whereas, there are currently approximately 27 On Premise Liquor Licenses within 500 ft of the
premises and an unknown number of beer and wine licenses; and,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. recommends denial of a new Restaurant On
Premise Liquor License for BKUK 7 Corp., d/b/a TBD, 1 7th Ave. South 10014 unless the statements
the Applicant has presented are accurate and complete, and that those conditions and stipulations agreed
to by the Applicant above are incorporated into the “Method of Operation” on the SLA Restaurant On
Premise Liquor License.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
23. Amber Village 135, Inc., d/b/a Amber, 135 Christopher St. 10014 (New OP/Transfer)
i. Whereas, the Applicant appeared before Community Board 2, Manhattan’s SLA Licensing committee
to present an application to the Liquor Authority for a full service Asian restaurant as described via a
“transfer” application, the new Principal in the new entity making this application is the wife of the
current principal/operator, there will be no changes to the current method of operation; and,
ii. Whereas, this application is for a new restaurant on-premise liquor license via a “transfer” application
for a location in a mixed-use building located on Christopher St. between Hudson St. and Greenwich St.
on the ground floor for a roughly 1,000 sq. ft. premise currently occupied by Amber Village, Inc.
#1260707, the proposed premises will have 12 tables and 21 seats and 1 stand up bar with 5 seats for a
total of 26 interior seats, there is an existing Certificate of Occupancy; and,
iii. Whereas, the hours of operation will be Sunday to Thursday from 12PM to 12AM and Friday and
Saturday from 12PM to 1AM (all patrons will be cleared from the ground floor of the premises and no
patrons will remain after stated closing time), music will be quiet background only consisting of music
from ipod/cd’s (i.e. no active manipulation of music – only passive prearranged music), all doors and
windows will be closed at 10PM except for patron ingress and egress, there will be no d.j., no promoted
events, no scheduled performances or cover fees, no velvet ropes, no movable barriers; and,
iv. Whereas, the Applicant executed a stipulations agreement with CB2, Man. that they agreed to submit
to the SLA and agreed would be attached and incorporated in to the method of operation on the restaurant
on-premise liquor license stating that:
1. The premises will be advertised and operated as an Asian restaurant as described (no changes to
previous operation at this location).
2. The hours of operation will be Sunday to Thursday from 12PM to 12AM and Friday and Saturday
from 12PM to 1AM. All patrons will be cleared and no patrons will remain after stated closing
times.
3. The premises will not operate as a “lounge”, tavern or sports bar or allow any portion of the
premises to be operated in such a manner.
4. The premises will have no more than 1 television no larger than 42 inches. There will be no
projectors.
5. The premises will not permit dancing.
6. The premises will not operate a backyard garden or any outdoor area for commercial purposes (not
including a licensed sidewalk café).
7. The premises will play quiet ambient-recorded background music only. No music will be audible
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in any adjacent residences at anytime.
8. The premises will not have DJ’s, live music, promoted events, any event where a cover fee is
charged or any scheduled performances.
9. The Premises will not have French doors, operable windows or open facades and will close all
doors and windows at 10 PM except for patron ingress and egress.
10. There is no sidewalk café include in this application (not permitted).
11. There will be no unlimited drink specials/no unlimited food & drink specials/no Pitchers of Beer.
v. Whereas, there are currently approximately 14 On Premise Liquor Licenses within 500 ft of the
premises and an unknown number of beer and wine licenses; and,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Manhattan recommends denial of a new Restaurant On
Premise Liquor License for Amber Village 135, Inc., d/b/a TBD, 135 Christopher St. 10014 unless the
statements the Applicant has presented are accurate and complete, and that those conditions and
stipulations agreed to by the Applicant above are incorporated into the “Method of Operation” on the
SLA Restaurant On Premise Liquor License.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
24. Sixth on Sixth, LLC, d/b/a Shorty’s, 469 6th Ave. 10011 (New OP)
i. Whereas, the applicant appeared before CB2’s SLA Licensing committee to present an application for
a new on-premise liquor license to operate a restaurant/bar in a ground floor storefront for a “restaurant
focusing on authentic Philly steaks and sandwiches”; and,
ii. Whereas, the premises is located in a 3 story mixed use residential building located on 6th Avenue
between West 11th Street and West 12th Street in a 1600 sq. ft premises (1,200 sq ft on the ground floor
and 400 sq. ft. in the basement – no patron use of basement) with 18 tables and 42 seats and 1 stand up
bar with 8 seats for a total of 50 seats, there is no Certificate of Occupancy and no “letter of no objection”
was presented from the buildings department; and,
iii. Whereas, the hours of operation presented were 11AM to 1AM Sunday to Thursday and from 12AM
to 2AM Friday and Saturday, music was indicated as from ipods/cds, the applicant indicated that there
would be 4-6 TV’s with no specifics, that there were no plans to install sound proofing, no indication was
provided what times they would close any operable windows or doors, no d.j. was indicated, no promoted
events were indicated, no scheduled performances or cover fees were indicated; and,
iv. Whereas, when pressed further on the “method of operation” which was not clearly presented in
materials presented to CB2, it became clear that while this operation focuses on authentic Philly steaks
and sandwiches, there is a significant focus on operation as a sports style bar with many TV’s, essentially
a TV on any surface large enough to accommodate large TV’s, sandwiches and salads and fast “casual”
foods such as this are already readily available in the area and offering sandwiches and salads is not
unique to the area, nor is offering a sports bar environment; there was frustration on the part of the
committee in that the applicant was not very forth coming on the importance of the sports component to
the method of operation, in particular the importance of large TV’s, large numbers of beers on tap and
whiskey walls etc.; and,
v. Whereas, the applicant did not provide any petitions in support, provided no indication of any out
reach to immediate or local neighbors in the vicinity or across the street except to state they rang the bell
of the apartments in the proposed building only, no one spoke in favor, the applicant did state that they
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had reached out to a number of community organizations listed on CB2’s website as a courtesy, but they
did not receive any responses or the emails bounced back, the applicant did not in those emails provide
any outline of the proposed business or method of operation in any detail, it does not appear that any of
the community groups which were contacted covered this immediate area; and,
vi. Whereas, the previous entity at this location operated as a high end quiet restaurant closing prior to
midnight each evening with seating primarily through reservations; and
vii. Whereas, there was significant concern that the applicant stated that he had no plans to soundproof
the establishment and that the landlord told him it was soundproofed already – the previous operator was
a quiet high-end restaurant closing by midnight and not a sports bar/restaurant/tavern, the applicant stated
that he always took care of those issues but was unable to provide a plan on how he would address this or
indicate precisely what exists at the location in respect to sound proofing measures; there were significant
concerns regarding the method of operation at this location and their impact on noise and quality of life
given that the similarly run operations the applicants operates in other locations in Manhattan were
advertised as open late with 20+ beers on tap, whiskey walls, happy hours – no plans were presented to
address how these concerns might be tackled; the applicant was unable to provide any reasons for the
uniqueness of the operation except that offering Philly steaks was unique and that this was a “Philly bar”
showing primarily Philadelphia and New York Sports Teams on TV when they were playing (but that
when NY or Philly teams were not playing they would have other sporting events on the TV’s most all of
the time) and that because this was a dense neighborhood they would be doing a “ton” of deliveries; when
asked about noise that is regularly associated with sports bars and fans cheering during sporting events, no
response in how this would be addressed was provided; when asked how patrons leaving all at once after
a game would be managed, it was indicated that none was needed – but this is a regular complaint in this
community in regards to quality of life concerns; and,
viii. Whereas, several residents submitted letters in opposition and questioned any public interest that
might exist from this operation and pointed out shot specials advertised, many online reviews indicating
over service of patrons, dancing, loud events, and the high focus on alcoholic drinks, and that this type of
premises would have a significant impact on noise and quality of life through the style of operation
particularly in contrast to the previously licensed location and additionally there were concerns that the
venting for cooking Philly steaks and similar would not be adequate and odors would impact adjacent
buildings; and,
ix. Whereas, New York Public School 41 is located on West 11th Street with a small frontage on Sixth
Avenue (making this a corner location); PS 41’s primary entrance appears to be well within 200 ft. of the
entrance of this proposed establishment as measurements are conducted for the 200’ rule in a straight line;
while an on-premise liquor license was previously issued for this location, it seems to have been done so
in error and CB2, Man. request that the Liquor Authority review this matter; and,
x. Whereas, there are already many bars and restaurants and eating establishments which provide the
same or similar services in the area, there being no coherent reason for adding yet another licensed
establishment which would impact residential quality of life and noise, there being no permits proffered
demonstrating permission to use or occupy the premises as proposed and there is no public interest
established;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB#2, Man. recommends denial to Sixth on Sixth, LLC, d/b/a
Shorty’s, 469 6th Ave. 10011 on its application seeking a new on-premise liquor license; and
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THEREFORE BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that should this application be considered by the Liquor
Authority, CB#2, Man, respectfully requests that this item be calendared to appear before the Full Board
of the Authority and that CB2 be notified in advance of the meeting.
Vote: Passed, with 33 Board members in favor, and 3 in opposition (K. Berger, T. Connor, R. Sanz).
THE FOLLOWING ARE RESOLUTIONS FOR ALL APPLICANTS THAT WERE
LAID OVER, WITHDRAWN, OR DID NOT APPEAR BEFORE THEIR REQESTED HEARING:
25. 2nd City West Village, LLC, d/b/a 2nd City, 525 Hudson St. 10014 (New OP – layover)
Whereas, at this month’s CB2, Manhattan’s SLA Licensing Committee Meeting on January 14th, 2016,
the Applicant requested to layover this application for a new on-premise liquor license because their plans
did not include a restroom for patrons, the only restroom presented was in a location for which patrons
would need to transit through the kitchen of the establishment, local residents also were prepared to voice
opposition, the applicant will resubmit the application for consideration at a future CB2 SLA Licensing
Committee meeting should they proceed;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. strongly recommends that the SLA deny any type
of proposed on premise liquor license, tavern wine license, restaurant wine license, any other beer and
wine license, corporate change, class change, alteration, transfer, upgrade or changes to any existing
license for 2nd City West Village, LLC, d/b/a 2nd City, 525 Hudson St. 10014 until the Applicant has
presented their application in front of CB2’s SLA Licensing Committee and CB2 has forwarded a
recommendation to the SLA and requests that the SLA send this Applicant back to CB2, should this
application proceed directly to the SLA, in order that this important step not be avoided and that the
concerns of the Community be fully heard.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
26. 10 Downing Restaurant, LLC, d/b/a Clover Grocery, 259 6th Ave. 10014 (New RW - layover)
Whereas, prior to this month’s CB2, Manhattan’s SLA Licensing Committee #2 Meeting on January 14th,
2015, the Applicant requested to layover this application for a new restaurant wine license and they will
resubmit the application for consideration at a future CB2 SLA Licensing Committee meeting should they
proceed;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. strongly recommends that the SLA deny any type
of proposed on premise liquor license, tavern wine license, restaurant wine license, any other beer and
wine license, corporate change, class change, alteration, transfer, upgrade or changes to any existing
license for 10 Downing Restaurant, LLC, d/b/a Clover Grocery, 259 6th Ave. 10014 until the
Applicant has presented their application in front of CB2’s SLA Licensing Committee and CB2 has
forwarded a recommendation to the SLA and requests that the SLA send this Applicant back to CB2,
should this application proceed directly to the SLA, in order that this important step not be avoided and
that the concerns of the Community be fully heard.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
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27. HogSalt, d/b/a TBD, 4 Charles St. 10014 (New OP – layover)
Whereas, prior to this months CB2, Manhattan’s SLA Licensing Committee #2 Meeting on January 14th,
2015, the Applicant’s Attorney requested to layover this application for a new restaurant on-premise
liquor license and they will resubmit the application for consideration at a future CB2 SLA Licensing
Committee meeting should they proceed;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that CB2, Man. strongly recommends that the SLA deny any type of
proposed on premise liquor license, tavern wine license, restaurant wine license, any other beer and wine
license, corporate change, class change, alteration, transfer, upgrade or changes to any existing license for
HogSalt, d/b/a TBD, 4 Charles St. 10014 until the Applicant has presented their application in front of
CB2’s SLA Licensing Committee and CB2 has forwarded a recommendation to the SLA and requests that
the SLA send this Applicant back to CB2, should this application proceed directly to the SLA, in order
that this important step not be avoided and that the concerns of the Community be fully heard.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board members in favor.
TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION
1.
Resolution in support of installation of a parking-protected bike lane on 6th Avenue (Ave. of
the Americas) from W. 8th St to W. 14th Street
Whereas, NYC DoT presented a plan to institute a Complete Streets design to 6th Ave by adding a
parking-protected bike lane to the west side of the street from W. 8th St/Greenwich Ave to W. 14th St. (and
from there up to W. 33rd St.; and
Whereas, there were approximately 20 supporters of the protected bike lane in attendance and no
opponents, but the CB2, Man. office received one email from a resident of the district not in favor of bike
lanes; and
Whereas, DoT said the work should start in June 2016 and be finished within 3 months; and
Whereas, DoT stated that the section south of Greenwich Ave. was not included in the current proposal
as the street was narrower (60’) as versus 66’ north of Greenwich Ave. so another design would have to
be used as DoT is at this point not willing to reduce the vehicle lanes from four to three; and
Whereas, as the number of vehicle lanes in not being reduced, the design in this proposal is being
compromised by reducing the space allotted to buffer between parking and the bike lane as well as the
width of the pedestrian refuge islands, which also means there is not enough room to install tree pits in the
islands as has been done elsewhere; and
Whereas, the committee questioned the compromise but DoT stated that to properly allot space to one
use, they would have to “compromise space for another use”. The committee feels this is simply another
way to say DoT is willing to compromise the space allotted to bicycles and pedestrians but not willing to
compromise the space for vehicles; and
Whereas, DoT stated that with peak vehicle counts of 1,800 cars an hour, 6th Ave. was too busy to be
reduced to three lanes. But 7th Ave South has slightly higher peak counts of 2,000 cars per hour and has
been successfully reduced to three lanes for its central portion between W. 10th St and Bleecker St.; and
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Whereas, the committee fails to understand why DoT continues to find any reason possible, whether
plausible or not, to resist reducing the number of traffic lanes, particularly since their own studies have
shown similar reductions on 8th and 9th Aves. have not led to additional congestion with similar vehicle
counts; and
Whereas, this continued failure to adequately apportion space to bicycle and pedestrian safety makes the
committee seriously question DoT’s meaningful commitment to Vision Zero; and
Whereas, while DoT proposes an LPI (Leading Pedestrian Interval) for the left turn onto W. 14th St, the
committee requested DoT consider this option at W. 11th St. adjacent to PS 41;
Therefore be it resolved that CB2, Man. strongly supports installation of a bike lane on 6th Avenue (Ave.
of the Americas) between W. 8th St/Greenwich Ave. and W. 14th St.; and;
Be it further resolved that CB2, Man. requests the installation of an LPI or another more controlled
signal type at W. 11th St adjacent to PS 41; and;
Be it finally resolved that CB2, Man. requests that in the true spirit of Vision Zero that DoT reconsider
its unwillingness to reduce the vehicle lanes from four to three which compromises the size, and safety, of
the bicycle and pedestrian spaces, as well as being used as an excuse to not include the section of 6th Ave.
from Canal St. to Greenwich Ave.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board Members in favor.
2.
Resolution in support of changing the parking on the west side of Washington St between
Morton and Leroy Sts. from “No Standing except Trucks” to 2-hour metered parking 8:30am-7pm,
Except Saturday & Sunday
Whereas, this request was made by Jean Luc LeDu, owner of LeDu’s Wine which has been at 600
Washington St. (part of the Morton Square complex) for 10 years. The other business on the block is
Gotham Gym in the space next to the wine shop; and
Whereas, there was no one in attendance who opposed the change, and
Whereas, the current “No Standing except Trucks” regulations are a hold-over from when this area was
more industrial than residential, and now are simply abused by drivers who park there for hours but have
no deliveries in the area, and
Whereas, there is no nearby available parking for retail or gym customers and there have been many
cases of customers being towed while attempting to shop,
Therefore be it resolved that CB2, Man. supports changing the parking on the west side of Washington
St between Morton and Leroy Sts. from “No Standing except Trucks” to 2-hour metered parking 8:30am7pm, Except Saturday & Sunday
Vote: In Favor: 30 Board Members; Opposed: 6 Board Members (D. Miller, M. Schott, A. Wong, T.
Connor).
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3.
Resolution in support of changing the parking on the west side of Hudson St between W. 11th
St and Bleecker St from 2 hr. metered parking 8:30am-7:00pm Except Sunday to 3 hr. metered
Commercial Parking 8:30am-7:00pm M-F, 2 hr. metered parking 8:30am-7:00pm Sat.
Whereas, this proposal was heard and voted on at the committee’s previous meeting, but it was
determined that there were issues with the original resolution so it was added back to the committee’s
agenda to get those issues resolved; and
Whereas, with the opening of Mrs. Green’s Natural Market which takes up the entire retail space in the
building between Bank St. and Bleecker St. the number of deliveries to this block has substantially
increased; and
Whereas, in many cases the existing metered parking means there is nowhere except the traffic lane for
trucks to unload deliveries, which is particularly problematic here as the block curves as it approaches the
intersection with Bleecker St; and
Whereas, the existing parking on this and the surrounding blocks – 2 hr. metered parking 8:30am7:00pm Except Sunday – means that the parking is at least in part used by regular vehicles and so is not
available for loading and unloading of trucks; and
Whereas, the General Manager of Mrs. Green’s was consulted before the meeting and said their
agreement with the building does not allow for deliveries before 8am, but most of the deliveries occur
well after 8:30, Mon.-Fri.; and
Whereas, the committee wants the requested parking to be as similar as possible to the parking on the
surrounding blocks, although after some observation, we may request the commercial metering end
earlier, perhaps at 5:00pm;
Therefore be it resolved that CB2, Man. supports changing the parking on the west side of Hudson St
between W. 11th St. and Bleecker St. to 3 hr. metered Commercial Parking 8:30am-7:00pm M-F; 2 hr.
metered parking 8:30am-7:00pm Sat.
Vote: Unanimous, with 36 Board Members in favor.
Respectfully submitted,
Keen Berger,
Secretary
Community Board #2, Manhattan
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